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CREAT WESTERN ACQUIRES NEW HOLDINCS

number of property owners in
In addition to their holdings in
Clovis, who own residence property
New Mexico, the Great Western Oil
that is rented, have concieved of a and Refining Co. of
this city has ac
plan to organize what will be known
quired
a
contract
the purchase
for
as a property owner , assoc.at.on the
of tc am.g
fielJ of
object of which w. be to attempt to
Burkburnott.
Thi, ten 8crM
n
induce people rent..
homes to
ncart he big Texas Chief and
A

Mil!
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Clovis citizens should get behind
the proposition of building a phone
line to Grady. This hits been talked
of from time to time but tulk won't
build this line it will require action
and will require money,
Notwithstanding the fact that it will take
some money to build a
phone line to the north part of the
county, the News believes this wll be
of more benefit to the farmers and
business interests of Clovis than any
other one thing that could be done
at this time. A main line could be
built by a stock company and feeder
lines built into it by the farmers them
A monthly
elves.
toll could be
charged for using the main line or
some other plan worked out that
would help make the construction
company a good investment.
first-clus- s

DISTRICT COURT
CONVENES NEXT WEEK
The AugUBt term of District Court
will convene in Clovis next Monday
with Judge Sam Bratton presiding.
Not a great many important cases are
to come up, although there are the
usual number of minor cases on the
docket.
AN INTERESTING

BOUT

At the skating rink last Saturday
t;;irht, Johnnie Connelly of Ron well
ar.d Mike Baca of Santa Fe staged
what is said to have been the most
Ir'eresting boxing bout that has been
nulled on here since thn sport has
been revived. The men were pretty
evenly matched and fought for the
complete twelvv rounds, the decision
going to Connelly.
MRS E. P. CHAPMAN OF

BELEN DIED HERE
Mrs. E. P. Chapman of Belcn died
in Clovis Sunday and the remains
were shipped Mondny by the Magic
City Undertaking Co. to Albuquerque
for burial. She was 86 years of age
and was here for treatment when
death occurred.
Mrs. Chapman is the wife of K. P.
Chapman of Belen and is well known
to the railroad boy of Clovis as her
husband has charge of tho reading
room there.
SHIPLEY BROTHERS MAKE
BIG YIELD OF GRAIN

are selling grain
Shipley Bros,
from their ranch north of town this
week. Alex Shipley Informed the
News nan this week that they had
threshed 8,740 bushels of wheat,
t,SS0 bushels of oats and 850 bushels
Of rye this year. Shipley Bros, now
big truck running between!
neve
Clovis and their ranch marketing the
train as fast as it can bt hauled.

ILLS

w.

Tax Assessor George finished the
the famoU9 northwegtern extension BOY SCOUTS ON CAMPING TRIP
neiping 10 care ior ine properly,
Curry County tax rolls this week and
NORTH OF AMARILLO With a view to forming this associa- some of the other big producers, in
About twenty Clovis Boy Scouts they have been forwarded to Santa Fa
s
fact It is only about
of
tion there will be a meeting of the a mile
The rolls show the
from the Texas Chief. In ad are at Hereford this week on a camp- - for approval.
C. J. Hagerling, of the
.
people who own rental property
The boys left Monday complete valuation of all property in
to acquiring this acreage the ing trip.
.d.t.on
Oil Co., of Fórjales, was in Clovis !l
the ofrtce. of the Un.on Mortgage Co
hag nQW
ted morning with plenty of provisions Curry County to be $10,844,540.
Tuesday. Mr. Hagerling spent last Friday evening, August 9th, to wh.ch Great
of ,he
th ft
,ent
0 and were prepared to stay for a week, The total valuations are about the
week in Amarillo and visited the
rvi i y intuí, wui'iiii-- i i u v o ui,t men of Wichita Falls, Texas.
Rev. .1 N. Jett went with them.
same as last year but different classes
scene of the drilling north of Amar-- I house or more than one house that is
of property have fluxuated. This year
illo. Mr. Hagerling says these peo- rented, is invited.
there are 10C3 hogs, where last year
IS
ON
WAY
PAVING
THE
THOMPSON-LOEDW1Cple have a wonderful showing of gas
It is a well known fact that a
there were 2238. There are also
at a depth' of something like 1700 house- depreciates in value much fasfewer cattle, there having been
making
week
is
a
News
this
feet and that oil men generally are ter when occupied by a tenant than
The
Lieut. Samuel Thompson from
last year against 20,616 this
expecting big thmgs from the field when occupied by its owner, and the Mississippi, of the 7th Division, who new publication of a legal notice In
year.
In 1918 there were 5,760
within the next few weeks.
association named above would have saw active service overseas for ten regard to the paving which was de- horses and this year we have 5,395.
technicalities
account
on
of
in paying for its purpose changing this condi- months, and Miss Edna Loedwick of layed
Should oil be found
While there is a slight decrease in
quantities near Amarillo it will mean tion. The main objection capital has Roswell, were united in marriage by arising over the way property owners
the number
of cattle, hogs and
a wonderful development for the en- in building rent houses is not because the Rev. S. B. Culpepper at the Bap- were notified.
horses, there are considerably more
tire plains country for the drills will the -- ental is not high enough but be- tist parsonage at 8 o'clock Wednessheep and mules. In 1918 the roll!
start down in many new fields.
cause the cost of upkeep of a prop- day evening, August 6th. The bride
showed 837 mules, whereas this
erty is often such that money placed comes from a well known family óf R. 8. MEN THREATEN
year we have 1,615 Sheep made the
A WEDDING
elsewhere will bring a better divi- Roswell and is a very charming young
greatest gain, having jumped from
lady. The groom at present is stadend.
2,812 to 8,031 in one year's time.
A quiet little wedding occurred at
tioned at Camp Funston, Kansas, and
Following are some of the valuaSTRIKE
NATIONWIDE
the Court House in Clovis on Tuesis a very deserving young man. At
tions shown on the rolls for this year:
day, August 1st, when the lives of
the close of the ceremony, "I Love
Total value of town lots and improveYou Truly" was sung very tenderly
two promising young people, Jasper
ments on lota in county $1,449,298
E. Mullini of Kaufman, Texas, and
by Sam Small, accompanied by Musin
Washington, Aug 6. Acting as a Agricultural Land
1,098,972
Maud Cox, beautiful and accomplishCraft. Only a few friend were unit for the first time in the presen- Improvements on Land -- . 572,096
present.
ed daughter of Mrs. E. P. Cox of
tation of wage demands, the fourteen Grazing Land
2,598,509
Hope, New Mexico, were united in
principal railroad unions today, in Horle and Mulet
344 200
marriage by Elder I. N. Jett, minisexpressing to Director General Hines Cattle
711,460
BAPTIST CHURCH SUNDAY
Wilter of the Christian church. The
their disapproval of President
The band concerts by Johnson's
40,155
Sheep
bride was attired in a beautiful gown Band are now held on each Friday
congress create a Swine
9,775
Both services at this church will be son's proposal that
of blue messaline and the groom wore evening.
On next Friday evening, red hot next Sunday, especially at commission to consider increased pay, Merchandise
663,732
"
a becoming suit of grey.
i 4.985
commencing at 8:00 o'clock, the fol- the night service. Singing and orch- declared that wage questions must be Alltnmnhi1p,
Mr. Mullins is a Christian minister, lowing program will be rendered:
In Schoo, Digtrct No. 1 (Clovis)
extra fine. Come everybody to settled immediately.
estra
and is at present engaged in EvangeA general program to meet the the entire valuation of property, lew
March "Old Glory Triumphant" a red hot tim- - at the wclcomest spot
listic work at Cold Springs, Texas,
present crisis, involving the threat of the legal exemption, is $3,270,785, of
as played by Ringling Bros. Circus in Clovis.
follnwipg with meetings at Oletha Band (Duble)
a nation wide strike, was submitted this some of the big valuations are as
S. B. CULPEPPER, Pastor.
and Elizabeth, Texas.
(Dalbey)
to the director general. It suggested follows:
Selection : "Fantastique"
These young people have the best
that the money to provide increased Railroad
An American Rag "The Booster"
$1,001,795
Oil men of Wichita Fallí, Tcx&3,
wishes of their many friends.
pay should come from an appropr.a- - Telephone .
(Lake)
22,928
a
3600 foot
will close a contract for
tion by congress to be followed by, Telegraph .
2,684
One Step "The Walking Frog"
well at Redland on August 10th, is
appropriate freight rate advances. Express Co.
(King)
7,860
(he information brought to this office
This "temporary relief" must be ac Banks .
Trombone Solo "Silver Threads
206,655
PEOPLE IB VOTE 01
by Mr. J. T. Taylor.
It is more than companied by a determined effort to
SoloAmong the Gold" (Danks)
possible that the contract will proreduce the cost of living.
ist L. Ansel White.
Tin vrtii wnnf rn wnrlr fnr nnthmir?
vide for two holes. Mr. Taylor says
Ten minutes intermisison.
Permanent solution of the railroad
THREE AMENDMENTS
n
throw awgy the resH,ts of
is no question but what
there
that
(Chambers)
March: "Northwind"
was declared to depend up your work on t'ifling expenditures
contract will go through and he problem
By
Request "Southern this
Selection
on the removal of returns to capital War Savings Stamps ore solid, growis almost equally certain that oil
Plantation Songs" (Concerno )
as the sole purpose of operation and ing return.
had
be
He
will
Redland.
found
at
Santa Fe, N. M., Aug 3. In its; Trombone Novelty "Oh, Slip It
the
director general, accordingly, was
huntin
much
Inbor
time and
devoted
September issue, the New Mexico Tax Man"
(Davis)
to recommend to President
asked
ing out that country and he says he
Review will discuss the three amend-- 1
Popular Numbers (a) "Meow."
Wilson that he attempt to obtain
will
right
Redland
dope,
the
that
has
menta projsed by the last legisla- - (b) "Sand Dunes."
ea.ly passage by congress of organis- 17.157 MEN FROM N. M.
v1)c one of the big oil fields of the
ture. These amendments will be
March "Lights Out" (McCoy)
ed labor's bill to eliminate private
state. Portales Journal.
voted upon at a special election .
capital from control of the railroads
be held Tuesday, September 16, 191,
IS
SERVED IN TOE
and to give the employes a share in
and are as follows
CELEBRATING TODAY
the profits. The unions declared the
1.
To amend Article VII by addbelief of the workers that transporUNION REVIVAL STARTS
Texico-FarweSanta Fe, Aug. 5. New Mexico
is having a picnic
ing Section 6 in order to permit soltation rates should be sufficient to
diers and sailors to vote when absent today. The celebration is being held
guarantee just wages, maintain the furnished a total of 17,167 men for
from the state at the time of an elec- at the factory building of the West
properties and give equitable return! service in the army and navy during
NEXT SUNDAY IT
the great war. These an the figures
tion.
ern Tire Manufacturing Co. Quite
on money invested.
Interesting as were the suggestions furnished Col. Bronson M. Cutting
2. To amend Section 3 Article a few Clovis people are in attendance.
for removing the menace of a na- today by Secretary Lansing Bloom
XIV and Section 13, Article XII, re- Music ie being furnished by JohnLast week word was received from tionwide strike, the unified action of of the New Mexico Board of Historilating to state institutions so as to son's band of this city.
Mr. Ham and Mr. Ramsey who were the fourteen organised
attracted cal service In the museum. Thia ia
place all tho state educational, chair-itably
to
conduct
revival
live
the
who 6,000 mon than the war department
now
who
Gamble,
G.
Labor
leaden
McDuff
equal
attention.
insti
penal and reformatory
meeting, here beginning the last of were queitioned
declined to say gives the state endit for in ita offi-ctutions under the control of a board near Grady, was in town Wednesday,
statement and for one thing dem0f four members receiving an annual Mr. Gamble sold a place near Clovis, the month, saying that they could not whether the unions would act ai a
the
start
meeting
16th
union
until
the
onstrates
how much more thoroughly
in
the
bought
they
declared
another
and
but
in
the
future,
whole
last
fall
alary of $3,000 each.
He says this ia of September, and in view of the fact were going through with the present New Mexico's authorities an compil3. To amend Section 8 or Article Grady neighborhood.
IX of the State Constitution which the second time he haa been to Clovis that this would make the revival start situation ai one body. The result ing these statistics. Bernalillo county
relates to the limitation of the in- since he moved out and that he has after school commences and throw it will be to put the solid weight of leads with 1,732 men, Gnnt la second
debtedness of the state. The effect been making money and making np rather late in the fall, the minister! 2,000,000 persons, virtually the en- with 1,3;3 men; Colfax third with
aeciaea tire rail transportation personnel of 1,117 and San Miguel with 1,018
of the amendment Is to place in the for that he spent in town when he oi ine cnurcnes
the revival off.
the United States, back of the de- men. Then come the other counties
hands of the legislature the power to lived near here. Mr. Gamble gives to call
Later and following thii decision, manda, with the possibility as never in the following order: Chavea 920,
issue bonds for building roads with- glowing reporta of the wheat crop
out submitting the question to a vote and the row crop in hii neighborhood the Methodist, Presbyterian and the before of the paralysis of the nation's Santa Fe 825, Socorro 924, Union
and says it is the finest he ever saw Christian Churches decided to com- life if general itrike should ensue. 785, Curry 690, Dona Ana 647, Eddy
of the people.
between the four 637,, Lincoln 666, Luna 511, McKin-le- y
It will be eix weeki, mence a revival starting next Sunday
in thia country.
on
firemen,
509, Taoa 638, Otero 437, Quay
done
threshing
engineer!,
before
says,
ii
morning
continhe
and
at 11:00 o'clock
brotherhoods
BIRTHDAY PARTY
the wheat crop out hii way.
uing for three weeki. These union conductor! and trainmen for the 480, Rio Arriba 484, Guadalupe 865,
services will be held in the old
first time several yean ago proved San Jaun 830, Torrance S43 DeBaca
Last Saturday afternoon, Mrs. F.
J. E. Love of thli city and W. F,
which will be seated and fitted the power of united action in pas- 263, Lea 233, Roosevelt 275, Sandoenter-delightfully
C. McLaughlin
val 267, Sierra 212, Valencia 217.
The morning sage of the Adamson act.
tained her daughter, Mary, with a Love of Melrose left this week for a up for the occasion
The present situation was said to
surprise party on her ninth birthday, vacation trip to Galveston, Houston service! on next Sunday will com
menee at 11 :00 a. m. and in the even- be similar, but indefinitely more dan
For Sale Blacksmith shop and
Games were played and refreshments and other points in south Texai.
ing they will start at 8:15. On days gerous. Not only an tne xour orom garage doing good business in small
served on the lawn under the trees,
of the week, beginning Monday, the erhoodi involved, but all the oth
Reason for selling, poor
town.
Those present were: Gracella Await,
forenoon service will be held at 10:30 unions also which have to deal wrn health. J. N. La Rue, Shaw KanRobinson,
Marjory
Louise Robinson,
OATS MADE 9S
and the evening service at 8:80.
maintainence of equipment and the sas.
Anna Belle Taylor, Mildred Taylor,
BUSHELS PER ACRE
At each of the services one of the moving of trains.
Virginia Hockenhull, Helen Hockcn-hul- l,
I
pastors of the churches
Mary Childers, Katherine
jonn Lee, wno live! east oi
Mr. and Mrs. John Cage and Miss
the union meeting will preach,
Mildred Scott, Gene Scott,
Claud about a mile, threshed the
STRIKE HALTS
Madge Story, Taulino Cawthorn,
eninl minio will ha nrnvirfod fnr ' Dollie McAlister of StephenvilK
best crop of oats the News has
GRAIN SHIPMENTS
am t is hoped and expected that the Texas, are here for a visit at the
Francis Beals, Inez Collins, Ruth
vet heard of. From a field of
services will draw large crowds. The home of Mr. and Mrs. Cage's son-iPayne, Vclma Cawthorn, Willinm
ten acres Mr. Lee threshed 950
Kansas City, August 6. Rail- pastors have announced their plan of .law, Tom Fagan, who lives northwest
Henry Pntton, Jack Veasy, Frederick
bushels or 95 bushels per acre.
roads bringing wheat into Kan- campaign in an ad elsewhere in this of town. Mr. Cage is an old confed-issuAll reported a good
McLaughlin.
Before threshing, Mr. Lee fed
sas City must curtail their daily
Here is what tho paston an-- , crate soldier and fought in the war
timo.
some of these oats and when
arrivals to two hundred can,
nounce as their plan: "To conduct a alongside of R. O. Lawson of this
this is considered he likely made
compared with the former daily
systematic campaign of three weeks place. Speaking of Curry County,
FRIENDSHIP CLUB
in the neighborhood of 100
average wheat movement to this
for the salvation of souls. To preach . Sir. Cage said he had seen a lot of
bushels per acre. Many of the
market of 859 can, offlciala of
the Gospel in all is phases with Holy fine farming land and that he was
Mrs. Zella McFarlin entertained
old farming countries with land
the Kansaa City terminal rail- Ghost ferver. To have these Gospel badly mistaken if Curry County did
the Friendship Club on Tuesday aft
selling for from $100 to $200
messages preached by men who live not have a wonderful future before
way company announced late to- ernoon of this week. A pleasant
per acre can not boast of a
In Clovis. who know local conditions, it from an agricultural standpoint.
day. The fact that all railroad
afternoon was spent and delightful
yield of oats like Mr. Lee made
Those
shopmen here an on strike is as- wn0 have the welfan of the commu- - He is delighted with the fine crops we
.refreshment! were icrved.
this year.
nity at heart and who will be here have here.
sumed, as the reason for the
.present were: Mrs. Patton, Mrs. Lem
order. '
after the meeting closes to stand or
.Wright, Mrs. Mary Wright, Mrs. Mar
Job Printing at the News Office,
44,
4 fall by the messages they deliver."
tin, Mri. Williami, Mrs. Crlstenberrjr. 4)4t4
LOOKS GOOD IN FIELD

three-fourth-
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STATE TAX COMMISSION
HOLDS SESSION HERE

i
.

J. E. Saint, John Joerns, and J. R.
Aguilar, members of tht State Tax
Commission, were in Clovis Monday
and held an all day meeting at which
complaints of merchant! were heard
in regard to the raise of valuation of
merchandise stocks. The tax commission made quite an increase in
the valuation of itocka of goods in
thit county, the total increase
amounting to $191,207. $160,052 of
this was with Clovis merchants, $13,-- 1
085 at Texlco, and $16,170 at Mel- rose. Quite a few business men ap-- (
peered before the board and aome
were granted a decrease in valuation
after the hearing.

air-do-

,

Chil-der-

I treat all diseases and disorders
of women.

Dr. H. R. Gibson.

731tfs

s,

n

LET'S HAVE A TRADE DAY
Clovis should have a monthly

trades day. This would not only
prove beneficial to the farmers
but would also draw many people from a distance hero to
trade It could be made ospoc-ially attractive by bargain! by
the merchants, premiums for
livestock, field crops, etc.
.

e.

-

44444
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withdrawn.
This country leads the world in oil MUSCLES TIEO IN
production and at a result it also
l Official Paper oí Curry County.
leads In invention and conveniencics
A KNOT HE
of life.
The oil prospector
and oil development should be incouraged in
EDWARD L. MANSON
every way possible. Portales Valley
THAT IS THE WAY J. F. HOLLEY
Editor and Publisher
News.
SAYS HIS RHEUMATISM ACTED
ADVERTISING
IS A WELL MAN SINCE TAKEntered at the postoffice at Clovts,
INVESTMENT
New Mexico, as second class matter
ING TANLAC HE SAYS.
"One of the greatest mistakes
under the act of March 3, 1879.
made by business men," the president
of a big drug concern told the Cin"This Tanlac is the first medicine
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
cinnati Advertising club, "is in inI have ever taken that did what
$1.50 venting too little on newspaper adOne Year
said it would do," said J. F.
75 vertising. My company intends to inSix Months
residing at 427 Breckcnridge
vest 50 per cent more in 1919 for advertising than it invested in 1918 for street, Lexington, Kentucky.
"I was in an awful fix for over two
COST OF LIVING
that purpose.
he continued,
"and my
months,"
TO REMAIN HIGH
"It is a business mistake to regard
expense.
advertising its
It is a whole system seemed to bo rundown
my
The cost of living is likely to stayiWRC investment.
Among the most and worn out. Rheumatism was
to
muscles
seemed
my
trouble,
worst
is
high for a long time to come
the valuable assets of a business or
of the' Philadelphia Board of (llgtri concern is that intangible be tied in knots. I could hardly alen
Trade. This view is a result of a gom,.thing known as good will, which at night and would feel as tired in
I lay down it
compilation of statistics from many
,) cultured by advertis-line- s the morning as when
f0.,tPrP(i
affected, I
was
digestion
My
night.
of trade uud industry.
j,,,.
system
my
nervous
appetite,
adno
had
According to these figures the
"Many ivuiil concerns which do no
disordered, and I suffered with
was
vance in prices in this country since advertising or advertising
of a spora- The rheumatism
..V...f m7 r ...nf ' in
1AtJ L..
awful headaches.
;
die nature arc blind to their interests.
would draw me up so I couldn't use
Canada 115 per cent: Great Britain
iThev are missing the great incrense my right arm at all.
.
133 peleen and trance 2.0 per cent'
con)p to
h.ch
th
ma"One day a friend of mine told me
It .s pointed out that in spite of
am,
ndvortigin(r
tmntic
.
about Tanlac and I got a bottle and
teruil reductions in the price of steel, on a
scale in comparison with the
started taking it. It has certainly
the advance in other commodities possibilities of their business."
made a new man of me". lean eat
rince the material has been so great
I want, and this is someaverage
have
schedules
price
nnything
the
that
thing I haven't been able to do in
been reduced but 5.7 per cent bow DANCER TO HEALTH LURKS
IN CANNING COMPOUNDS yenrs, and I sleep like a log at night.
prices prevailing October 1, IIHH,
following
are given as reasons
TW nwful rheumatism is all gone
The
strength has been restored
why w2fs will not be much less, for'
Canning compounds sold under var and my
up in every way. I sure am
built
a consult rabie neriod of time:
ious trade names for use in horn ' and
others what Tanlac has
tell
to
glad
immigration
of
stoppage
canning are often harmful to health
.fV.Artial
me."
for
done
since 1914, depriving the country or an(j should never be used by
Ta'nlac is sold in Clovis by Mears
million workers who would WVM, 8ays the specialists of the
in Toxico by Red Cross
Pharmacy,
e
have come to us and thus eau 0f chemistry, United States
Tharmocy, and in Melrose by Irwin
relieved the labor shortage partmcnt of Agriculture.
These
(Advertisement.)
Pool,
confronts American industry ' parations, which are usually in
n
.
w
the resumption of capacity op- - jered form and contain salicylic acid
TO CALL
SELLS
LINCOLN
trations.
or boric add, are unnecessary, since
FORIA OIL
Retention in the government mil-- 1 fruits and vegetable Can be kept for
2,000,000
nearly
of
itary service
n perfect condition
iong pttod
n :.
nrrtA that Mr. Lincoln
workers, which, it is declared will without any chemical preservatives
in the
doubtless continue an indefinite per- - whatever if proper methods of can-io- has sold a 49 per cent interest
holdings,
Company'
Oil
Lincoln
ning are followed.
Lincoln
North of Artcsia, including
Creating of new industries such as
federa, food an(J dru(?g
prQ
sum of three
the
for
1,
No.
chemiwell
of
manufacture
building,
ship
hm w of harmfu pregervativcg U V U VI iv m
said purchase
cals and dyes.
i
in food which come within its juris-Dy six i,iuimade
teing
Urgcnt demand for building and dct()n
Th) foo(, )aws of near,y
PBcn.
,
ors, wnu hj vi. ,'-Rficonstruction of every class due to eyery
jn
forb,d
Will be Used
m:.
.
. . . . the.
.. . the Unon
,
una mw"lit if U li d
their having been forcibly held back
development work, north
for several years.
!have been pregervej with harmful, for active
4
in the Cottonwood ami
wnlAA
r
linillin
Artesia,
fntl
DkHJnn fi
ouuivoKc
i,
substances. Although neither Federal of
country.
Areiesia nu
Arthur
Lake
and uniformly high pnces
nor sute ,awg app,y tQ foodg cannC(,
2".
July
vocate,
higher
levels of n the hQme
Proportionately
mi congumu(l thcrCi it
commodity prices existing throughout
ul( seem that thc houacwife wouh,
AMENDMENTS
Europe.
not knowingly use, in the foods she
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THE MODERN BANK
Progressive banking as carried on
today it one of the greatest forcea
for industrial development in any
community.
The old style banker who merely
profited by the necessities of others
is a thing of the past. He can't do
business in competition with modern
methods.
The present day successful bank
manager is a builder.
He studies
the opportunities of a community and
assists in bringing in capital to develop latent resources.
Banking today is applying scientific business principals to thc handling
of money, not merely for thc enrichment of thc individual who lias the
money to loan but for the development of a banking business and in
dustry in the territory it serves.
The modern bank prospers by the
Buccess ami growth of its customers,
not by failures and sheriff's sales.
Hanking today is done out in the
open and nut behind closed doors.

...

preserves for her family, substances
"I want a doormat," announced
that are prohibited by law in foods
De Style.
Mrs.
because
the
substances
are
sale
for
Every day necessities often be-- : njurous to ht.alth
"Here's a very nice pattern," snid
come so common that their actual ,
the salesman, "with 'he word 'WelOIL, MOTHER OF MOTION

The Department of Agriculture has
value is not readily appreciated until
issucd
burins that give specific di- off.
is
cut
supply
the
'rections
for the canning and prcserv- As an example, take sugar during .
?
of fruits and vegetable without
ing
off
cut
supply
was
?
the war. Until the
the use of preserving powders or
the public never realized that it was canning compounds These bulletins
food.
of
articles
main
our
of
one
may be obtained without cost upon
Few people think of oil as an ab- application
to the Department of
solute necessity, yet if it were not for Agriculture, Washington, D. C.
oil modern civilization would end.
The miner depends on it for light
of Ohio, City of Tiledo,
as does the farmer on his out of the mate
Lucas County, M.
way farm. The housewife uses it in
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that kc
senior partner of th firm of F. J.
many forms in housekeeping and the Is
Cheney éV Co., doing business In ths City
wheels of industry would be paralyzed of Toledo, County and Stat aforesaid,
that said firm will pay the sum of
without it. It is the life blood of the and
ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for each
mighty dynamos generating
thc and every rase of Catarrh that cannot he
by the use of HALL'S CATAItRIi
world's electric current, of the en- cured
MEDICINE.
FRANK J. CHENKY.
Sworn
to befor me and sutmrrlhed In
gines of our fleets, of our locomomy prcnence, this 6th dny of Pecernsjer,
tives, airplanes, automobiles, tractors A. D. 18SÍ.
A. W. OLEASON,
(8cnl)
Notary Public.
and of every industry and wheel that
Hnll's Catarrh Medicino Is tnlien
moves.
and arts thrnuch tli" Plood on
Mucous Surface of the System. Send
Remove oil from the world today th
tor testimonials, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
and the world would cease its proBold by all druiTBlets. 75r.
gress as quickly as if the sun were
Hall's Family 1'llis for constipation.
i

come woven it l.o the fibre."
"I see. I suppose that will do if
you can add thc words 'Tuesdays and
Fridays.' "
EVERYTHING FILLED

"Bertie," said the hospitable hostess at a Sunday school treat, "won't
you eat some more cake?"
"I can't; I'm full!" sighed Bertie.
"Well, put some in your pockets."
"I can't. They're full, too," was
the regretful reply.
WHY STOP?
"Why didn't you stop when I signaled you?" inquired the officer.
"Well," replied Mr. Chuggins, "it
had taken me two hours to get this
old flivver started, and it seemed a
shame to stop her merely to avoid a
little thing liKe being arrested."

We Extend To You The

Advantages
Of a depository whose

Of a Service Department you can profitably command when you desire to Imy or sell any article for
which there is not an established local market;

V- -

r""""J
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pacl.aaei.
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Helps appetite

and dltejflon.
Three flavors.

V
not enoush to make

good, we

VHSGLEYS

17, 1919.)

must KEEP It good until

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of thc Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Fort Sumner, July
14th, 1919.
Notice is hereby given that Oliver
Casper Sikes, of Clovis, N. M., who,
on June 18th, 1914, made Homestead entry, No. 011350, for S'i,
Section 8, Township 1 N., Range 30
E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make Final three
year Proof, to establish ctaim to the
land above described, before W. J.
Cdrren, U. S. Commissioner, in his
office, at Clovis, N. M., on the 21st
day of August, 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses: Martin C. Sherman, Columbus O. Sykei,
Henry Ackerman, of Clovi, N. M.,
and Edward Ackerman of Tolur, N.

you get It.
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Hence the sealed package
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impurity-proo- f
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preserving the delicious co-
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beneficial goody.

The Flavor Lasts
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KEPT RIGHT
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W. R. McGILL, Register.
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Fred Davis, who has been in the
army service for thc past two yours,
arrived home recently from overseus.
He has Borne thrilling experiences to
tell, both good and bad. As a prison
er in Germany, he was twelve daysi
After
without any food whatever.
his release he was appointed one of!
the guards to President Wilson during the peace conference, and returned to this country on the "George Washington" with the president's
party.
A new baby boy, James Francis,
came to live with Mr. and Mrs. C. J.
Shoup, July 26.
Rev. Redmon of Clovis preached a
splendid sermon Sunday night. Sunday school has been reorganized with
a good attendance.
Miss Lula Mitchell and Mr. and
Mrs. Lee Willis have entertained with
ice cream parties in honor of Fred
Davis since his return home.
William Hunkhousc came home
Sunday morning from Kansas, where
he has been working in thc wheat
fields.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hurley and
children returned home last week
from a visit with Mr. Hurley's brother, who live at Elkhart, Kansas.
A good rain would be appreciated
at this time, as it is getting very dry.
Do you want to work for nothing!
Then don't throw away the results of
your work on trifling expenditures
War Savings Stamps are solid, growing return.

Made In
Clovis
The ClurU Ilrouui Factory Is
now iniiklnis excellent brooms
which can bo funnel on enlo
with every llrst class grocormnn
In Clovis. We do not retail our
brooms, but "ell direct to tbe
merchant. Patronise home Industry by asking for our
We are In the market
brooms.
all along for a little self working broom corn.

The Citizens Bank of Clovis
The Farmer's Friend

O. M. Reese
CSSsUM3sQsffilXSS(3l9

i

r
the name:

Wm. Ratzburg
Plastering and Stucco Work
Phone 299
Residence

Room 18 Pierce Hotel

Magic City Furniture and

Undertaking Co.
(JOHNSON

BROS.J

Embalmers and Funeral Directors
LADY ASSISTANT
Day I'hone 211

AMBULANCE SERVICE
Night Phone 235

YOUR LAUNDRY TROUBLES

Why worry

about

your

laundry

when by railing for 48 our man will

call for your soiled clothing and II

Of promptly obtaining loans secured by either real
estafe or chattels; and the eourleous cheerful
of interested, conscieiif ions officers and

--

'

Employer Do you drink?
Applicant for Job Yes, sir, some
times.
Employer Is that so? Where do
you get it?

(First published July

Wi
.'

HELP WANTED
REVISED VERSION

Brooms

safety and strength none

can dispute;

t

v,'í:gueys.

.

.

t

Oí

V

will

be relumed

clean.

Go vis

promptly,

nlr

and
y

Steam Laundry

Subscribe for THE NEWS $1.50
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Beginning Sunday, Aug. 10th,

O'clock a. m.
At Lyceum Airdome

ft1

Methodist, Christian and Presbyterian Churches unite in a community wide campaign for Recruits to the Army of the Son of God.
OUR PLAN

OUR AIM

OUR HOPE

To conduct a systematic campaign for three
weeks for the salvation of souls.

To awaken Christian professing Clovis to its
immense responsibility.

enlist the
of all the members
of at least the above named churches at the initial service.

To preach the Gospel in all its phiises with
Holy Ghost ferver.
To have these Gospel messages preached by
men who live in Clovis, who know local conditions, who have the welfare of the community at

ft
1

To reveal to
Clovis the undeniable sin it is committing against God and the
community.
non-Christia- n

To

.To fortify the weak places of Christian Clovis.

To preach deliverance from sin through and
only through Jesus Christ, Mighty to Save.

To have no idle church letters in the
Clovis at the end of the meeting.

liver.

To have a great ingathering of souls to the
kingdom of God and his Church.

To have a meeting in which the Holy Spirit
will have full manifestation.

To have the Lyceum Airdome equipped to take
care of all our needs for a great meeting.

To do all this in such a manner that "our good
works shall not be evilly spoken of."

To lift the moral and Christian tone of Clovis
to a higher level tfyin ever known here before.

heart, and who will be here after the meeting
closes to stand or fall by the messages they de1

11

trunks of

THE LOCAL PASTORS WILL DO THE PREACHING
if.

Everybody Come!

It's For All

tí
CURRY COUNTY
SINGING CONVENTION

BrB.

üB.VflLEI 8..B.
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Texico-Farwe- ll

The Curry County Singing ConvenNews.
tion will be hold at Pleasant Hill Sunday, August 17th. All remember the t .!!"
M1
day and be on hand with well filled
F. A. Cooke was a Clovis visitor
baskets. All are cordially invited and M inday morning.
leaden with their clanes are urged
Thelma Horn and Bertha Collins,
to be present.
from East Las Vegas, Satreturned
Mrs. C. F. Bieler, Secretary.
urday, where they had been in atJno F. Taylor, President.
tendance at the summer term of the
college.
'
Mrs. John Miller and two sons,
Rudolph and Walter, leave for a six
weeks' visit in Illinois next Sunday.
They had first intended going via
automobile, but finally concluded to
take the train instead.
G. W. Thomas of Lubbock motored
to Farwvll Sunday. His family had
been visiting here for a few days previous at the home of Mrs. S. C. ThomFor exchange for Curas, and went back with him Monday.
Miss Eunice Smith and Miss Louise
ry County Land, in
Arnett of Lubbock came up from
Mitchell County. Texas,
that place Sunday for a short visit
in center of goou cotton
with Miss Mildred Hamlin.
crop. Should gin from
Mrs. Jesse Rher and Mrs. G. A.
1500 to 2000 bales this
Jenkins accompanied Mr. Rhea to
Hurley and Muleshoe last Wednesday,
year..
returning the same evening.
Price reasonable. ParJ. Linqulst was a business caller
ty actually wants land, in W.
Claude Friday.
See lis.
Slim King Is taking in a three days
barbecue at Camanche this week.
J. D. Cross and daughters, Elsie
1
and Katie, went to Hereford Sunday
morning, where they met relatives,
who joined them for a trip to Tulia,
where a family reunion will be held
todny. Four brothers, as well as one
ixwrnmrnzmmmmmmmM sister, arc expected to be in attend1 ance. Mr. Cross and daughters will
return here about Fridny or Saturday
of this week.
.DRAVAGE AND TRANSFER
L. E. Cannon and wife will lonve
kl
PHONE 67
this
week for Electra on a prospect-- '
o ml
I.o( us do your linullug
in tour
If th,. urn woll imnn...,1
moving f .00 )(r hrnl for munll
with
look thcro, they will
out
the
wngon, 12.00 per loud for llg u
cate there
wngon. We do crating nnu pun
Mrs. Bottes arrived "hero Monday
si ho furnish storage. Boxes for' fj morning
from Stratford, Texas,
sale.
whore she had been looking after her
formove
go
to
you
don't
M
When
interests there. She reports that
grnss and crops in general are lookMimMmmMmmmimmmM ing fine.
H. W. Jennings and family left for
Commanche, Sunday, where they will
enjoy a three day. barbecue there
this week.
Wait Mille of Lariet was a caller
a
here Saturday morning.
Fssrssfc.?
lUallNS HMANO FILIA, to 2
Canyon visLuther Rogers was
IW
MltnilM.Wa I,A1)IW,M
a:
SouivirasiSEKm'.ZEt' itor last Friday.
Texico-Farwe-
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ttJOtlz

Cotton
Gin

Reagan Land &
Cattle Co.

M. W. Lincecum
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Mrs. Cannon returned from Mem-- i
Floyd Dotson of Amarillo is here
phis, Tenn., Wednesday of last week, visiting relativex and friends.
where she haa been visitind for the
W. Watkins, who has been visiting
past several weeks. She reports in Oklahoma for the past few weeks,
everything looking fine in her home returned here last week. Before go
state.
ing he listed his farm at $35.00 per
W. H. Fuqua returned to Amarillo acre,
but on returning to the Plains
Friday, after several days in attend Country looked so good to him
that
ance at the round-uat and near his ne raised ute price to l&U.OO per
ranch southeast of town.
These acre. This is the place of all places.
round-up- s
have been the largest in
Chas. Smart returned from over
this community for several years.
seas Friday, having been 33 days on
A son of Mr. Purcelly was badly the
road. He saw service mostly in
bruised Thursday when the car in Belgium, having been gone something
which they were riding turned turtle, over a year.
Mr. Purcelly had been assisting in
Attorney Lokey was a legal caller
Gerald with his threshing outfit, and
in Hereford and Canyon Friday and
was returning home when he met
Saturday.
with the accident between here and
Thelma Jones returned from East
Clovis.
Hess Martin and wife of Bovina Las Vegas Friday morning, where she
were Texico callers last week. They had been attending summer normal.
Mrs. Cleve Mo'tin returned from
have just lately returned from their
honeymoon trip in New Mexico, New Wilson, Okla., Saturday, where
where they were married a few weeks she had been at the bedside of a sister
who has been quite sick.
ago,
Miss Gladys Robinson of Wichita
T. A. Brown has taken several big
contracts of late. He has just finished Falls, arrived here Monday morning
the foundation for the community for a visit at the Hamlin home.
The revival closed at the Baptist
high school at Claude. The building
is to be 56x80 feet, with four rooms, church Sunday night, and likewise
and the contract price being $11,250. commenced at the Christian church
All former Illinois residents, are tent opposite the Congregational
requested to meet at the court house- church.
Little Richard Howard stood the
In Farwell Saturday afternoon abou:
5 o'clock to make arrangements for operation for circumcision at Lubthe entertainment of visitors here on bock last week fairly well. The little
Illinois day, July 28th. J. S. Butcher fellow haa been poorly for the past
will have charge of the meeting. All several months, and by this operainterested ai above stated be sure and tion, he ii expected to regain his
health.
attend.
M. C. Cooke came in from Grady
L.
of
Mrs.
E. Cannon gave
Friends
Saturday
evening, where he had bei.i
her a pleasant surprise Monday afterassisting In the horvest fields for the
noon, in a sort of a farewell party,
past few weeks. He tells lis that of
A pleasant social afternoon was en
joyed by all present, the friends leav the large amount of wheat harvested
ing wishing them the best of luck in that vicinity, it will average about
20 bushels per acre.
and prosperity in their new home
Mr. Murphy and C. P. Hunter ploy
.
.,
.
:
TI.- - orry
10 lose
"
"""""y
ed the role of Good Samaritan Inst
PU0P'- week and should receive the commenW. A. Ally, who was so anxious to
dation of all our citizens. The "cup
leave the plains last fall that he sold
cold water" administered by them
of
out his place, crop and all, arrived
will not go unnotiied by the Maker
in Texico this week, looking for a loof the Universe. These men make no
cation. They all come back, once
pretension of Christianity, but their
they get a good taste of this wonderpart taken in the affair, was indeed,
ful country.
a blessing to the ones directly InterMiss Ethel Rogers
arrived here
ested, as well as the community in
from California Wednesday morning
general.
for a visit with her sister, Mrs. Fred
Maxwell, and family for a few weeks.
REGARDING LAUNDRIES
Miss Rogers is an Illinois school
teacher, having been spending her
(Texico-Farwe- ll
News)
vacation In California with relatives.
The American housewife, extreme
She will return in time for the fall
ly careful and cautions in her effort
term.
p

-

uw

to have her housework done proper',
TO THE PUBLIC
is learning that in this modern age
of speculation she loses much if she
This is to show you that I appredoes not take advantage of
ciate your patronage in giving ma
your public sales in the past. I sinThe laundry industry has made cerely thank you for your past busi
wonderful changes in the past de ness and am going to say that I be- cade. It now offers to the housewife peve this coming season will be theadvantages that could not be offered best business for public sales that
twenty years ago. It agrees to take eastern New Mexico ever saw, and as
the blue out of Monday; do away I am to remain in the business, I ask
with the worry lest a rain come and you to look me up, if in need of an
My best regards to one
spoil the clothes on the line; to clean auctioneer.
,
the clothes and sterilize them as few and all.
housewives are in a position to do:
V. TATE, Auctioneer.
and to convert Monday from a worry
filled day to a day in which other
Phone No. 97 for job printing.
easier and perhaps more neceaorry
work may be done
OUR GREAT
Of course there are advantages in
having clothes cleaned at home in a
d
boiler or in a metal
washtub; and there are advantages
EXTENDED
in having these same clothes ironed
in the home laundry room even if the
Giant allows you t few days of
temperature in the hume laundry it grace. It is an ur.usuul privilege
near the hundred degree mark. But
to you. But we don't want
there are also other advantages in anybody to miss a good thing like this.
the commercial laundry system, and We offered you stock in the Giant Oil
the modern housewife is beginning to Company first as a pure gamble. It
insist upon more freedom while the was and is a safe, sauare-dea- l
chano
outside world is talking of freedom to bet your loose change on oil. We
of various other sorts and kinds.
have let the contract for the derrick
A Cincinnati woman has made in for our deep teat well on our 860O
vestigation from which she forms the acres in the Texas Panhandle, riirhfc
opinion that the woman of America on the line of extension from Ranger
spending 7 per cent of the waking and Burkburnett to our neighbor, the- Hapgood well. If we
moments at the family washtub or
over the ironing board. This work get oil a few shares will be worth a
is greatly lightened by the electric fortune. If we don't you can't lose
washing machine that has been a real much. We wont let you invest
boon to the housewife, and also by more than $100. You can get this
the electric iron. But the average stock now at ten cents a share and
woman, possessing neither the elec- and we'll pay you tho 100" stock
tric washer nor the electric iron, lab- dividen j. For every shan- - yuu buy at
ors an average of eight hours a week a dime now we'll give yon one extra
itian- free. You can buy as littl? as
with the home laundry.
The man of the house has his shoes a dollar's worth. Just send us your
shined down town. He has h spending money. We don't want yoi
clothes pressed at the tailor shop. to mortgage your house or your salHe has his hat blocked at the hatter's ary to buy this stock. A dollnr, or
He gets most of hw shnves down five or ten is what you enn afford.
town. He even has his hair sham- And it :nay make you independent.
pooed at the barber's so as to save Get your order in quick. Dont mis
him a little time and energy. He has this chance.
his screens made by a carpenter instead of working on them himself.
He has his automobile cared for at
FOR THE LUCKY
the garage so that he wont have to
GIANT
OIL COMPANY
worry over it at home. Yet there are
LEAVITT BROKERAGE CO.,
some men who never think of insistGeneral Agents
C.N.
ing that friend wife save herself on
Monday or Tuesday or on both days, Fort
Worth
n
Team.
by having the "washing sent to the
laundry.
SHOOT A TEN
labor-saver-

s.

-

copper-bottome-

DIVIDEND OFFER

MILLIONS

SPOT
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CLOVIS THE HUB OF THE WHEEL
The strength of a wheol is largely

determined by the strength of each
iiokc, and nu wheel can be at its
best unless all of the spokes are in
Geograph-place and giving strength.
airily, Clovis stands in the Southern
Items of lnlrrobt to the Farmer Taken from (lie Curry County Farm
purt of the county, and therefore
Bureau News.
i.iost of its spokes, if it is to be a
hub, extends East, West and North,!
will) Melrose on the west and Toxico
tl,c eait' she mut dcpt;i,d lal'K'',y
asking
from
the
the
County
DEMONSTRATION
Agent or
CANNING
AT LOCUST CROVE County Club Leader or by writing the for her strength from the north.
Intension Service, State College, New This year this section of the county
will produce about 700,000 bujhcls
Pn Friday afternoon of last week, Mexico.
The general plun of the "Cold of wheat, and they have in cultivaMr. W. T. Conway, Club Specialist
crop,
from the College, guve a cunning Pack" method is to select tender veg- tion about 00,000 acres of row
be worth
demonstration at the home of Mrs. etables and can them while they are which will approximately
Prepare the vegetables, $3, 100,000.
M. A. Todd. There were 19 ladies yet fresh.
Remembering that the regular rule
present and several boys and girls in blanch them in boiling water or live
products,
the club work. The interest was good steam, cold dip them, pack into hot is, where farmers sell their
lumber,
hardware,
purchase
they
their
teaspoon
level
jars,
for
add
appreciation
expressed
an
full of
and all
drV Koods- ttc- - the natural
what they learned. They canned to the quart, fill with boiling water
fin-i- n
beans, corn, okra, squash and fired put lid on (not tight) and place ar netion is, will this strength of
Clovis,
or
hub,
a
toward
as
run
ancc
immediately.
canner
chicken.
me otnt'r town and nulkc il
There are two kind of canners in ,0W!mls
Mr. Conway gave the following
Th,"re nre two ncccMry
and steam pres-- 1 tm! ,,ub
method of canning field corn which is use hot wuter-batnot found in Circular No. 48: Select sure. The tables in Extension Cir. elements in determining the direction
trn,,c- Fi,'8t: communication;
field corn between the milk and dough cular No. 48, give the length of time (,t
: transportation,
s"ctmd
cut
process
the jars according to the
stage. Huk, silk and
the tips of to
At a Picnic in Curry County a few
the kernals off with a sharp knife kind of canner used. When tune is
days ago, where there were a large
and discard for chicken feed. Scrape un. take out the iars. ..! tlinm
out the corn pulp, leaving all husk on mediately and test for leaks. Cool, number of progressive and succeaiful
farmers, there were but few reprecob.
Tut corn pulp in stew kettle wrap and put away.
from Clovis, and they had
sentativos
equal
add
full) and
(about
There are a number of little de-amount of boiling water and cook tails which should be looked after in Mf.hiiig definite to offer toward deten minutes, or till the pulp has fin- order lo have the bo3t success. If! termining these two elements, com
ished swelling. It should be thin any one nus uitl.culties in canning munication niui transportation, v, nu
Add one they should see a demonstration or lluro were u number from another
enough to pour readily.
who proposed lo assist in mnk- - H
teaspoons
teaspoon of salt and two
write the club specialist at State Col- teivn,
possible for them to be con - f.
it
of sugar to a quart of pulp and fill lege.
netted both by transportation and
into hot jars. Adjust lids, not tight,
and process 4 hours and 20 minutes DO YOU USE SELECTED SEED? communication to their town.
As a business proposition our felin hot water bath or 1 hour in steam
Ask someone who has tried it if it
low
townsmen arc to be commended
5
Seal,
test
pounds.
for pays.
pressure at
fnr Ibníi- - nvíHrríívn nfTnrlfl. Hut lie- leaks and put away.
, a thllt no Statc or
Sometime when you aro passing by
This corn should be canned in
stop and ask your neighbor what he
SOUTH MAIN STREET
has
a more progressive citCounty
jars. Then it can be taken is doing to improve his
crop. Maybe izenship than Curry County, I do not
out whole, sliced and fried. If re- he can tell you something interesting
heated in its own juice, it makes a and worth while and maybe, if you believe .that the business men of our
town and county will fail to see this
fine mush. Try it.
are in doubt, he can show you. Mayopportunity and to assist in making
be you can tell him something that
it possible for the development of
WHAT ABOUT NEXT
will improve his system, or maybe
good roads and the establishing of
YEAR'S WHEAT CROP? you
can get together for mutual betrural telephones.
At this time of the year the plow- terment.
We will remember
that at this
ing, or listing for wheat should be
Maybe D. I. Barnett of Ranchvale time the State and National GovernTeacher of Piano Twenty Years Experience
deep and should follow as soon after
can tell you how to increase your ments propose to put up $3 against
harvest a possible. The plowing and
Modern Methods Taught Careful and Thorough
yield of maize about ten or fifteen every dollar the county will put up
preparation of the seed bed should
per
you don't be- for the building of State and Na
bushels
acre.
If
Training
a Specialty.
be thoroughly, but at the same time
what he tells you, let him take tional Highways. Knowing this cit- rushed with all possible speed in order lieve
For Information and Terms call at :08 X. I'ile or
you to his field and show you Vhere ienship of our rural district as I do,
to hav the soil in condition to take
beout
he
of
selected
ran
and
seed
214.
Phono
in
every
man
I feel sure that most
in the late summer and early fall
gan planting ordinary stuff. He has our county would rnther see the
rains, thus conserving all the moisthe row marked.
It will be worth tuwns of our county prosper, than to
ture possible for the growing plant.
your while to stop and see it.
scatter our efforts by going to other
If the new crop is given a thoroughly
neighborhoods in the north part of airplanes in fighting forest fires.
i i each farmer in the county had towns not in our county.
prepared, firm, and moist seed bed
Hut like most ull business men they the county and from several points I'ncle Sam lias his airplane mail carit has a good start for a successful done as Mr. Barnett did there would
be ubout 000,000 bushels more kafir do business where they receive the over the line in Texas to be pn sent riers who run on regular routes. And
cnin next year.
amount of courtesies, and have a.t this eventful day in the history of the cities find that the old tie posts,
No farmer can be too careful about and maize in Curry County this yeur mos
community in the hitch racks, wagon sheds and
the kind and quality of seed he uses. than we CHn reasonably expect now. the best communication anil trans- our prosperous
in
popexcounty.
part
to
have
would
in
strong
some
north
of
the
Notable
yield
of
true
believer
of
be
the
spite
As
their
This
a
portation.
seedprepared
perfect
He may have
a
bed and fulfiilled every renuirement cellent prospects at present. Mr. the future of Clovis, and Curry Coun- among the visitors was a delegation ularity to the landing field with its
of good tillaire, but if he uses poorl Barnett says that he got a good stand ty, I nm enthusiastic in the belief of business men from Hereford who sheds, gasoline service station, repair
seed his efforts may all be wasted. the first planting and good strong that in the near futuro these con- have seen the possibility of opening station and police guards.
"The world do move."
There is no one thing that requires! plants came right up, and continued veniences will be provided, and Clo- up trade with our northern commuso little effort and yet means so much to grow with selected seed while the vis and the other towns of our county nities, and they were there with the
glad hand inviting our farmers to
much will continue to grow and prosper.
Hay Fever relieved at once by the
to the production of a good crop as unselected seed germinated
come to Hereford with their business. application of Chiropractic. See Dr.
JAS. M. BICKI.EY.
the use of the right kind of ed. A more slowly and the plants were not
These gentlemen were very courteous Warrinor.
2tc
Examination Free
majority of Curry County farmers nearly so vigorous and have not
know what it costs to get poor mixed grown nearly so rapidly. Present In- BROOM CORN IN CURRY COUNTY and created a very friendly feeling
wheat seed. Due to the drought and dications are that he will have from
While the acreage planted to among the farmers toward them.
The celebration as a whole was ex
failure of the wheat crop here last ten to fifteen bushels more per acre broom corn this year Is much less
year a great deal of wheat seed had where he used selected seed than he than it has been for several years, it cellent, and the committee who ar
to be imported. Much of it contained will have where ordinary seed was it ttill a very important crop and ranged the affair is certainly to be
mixed wheat, rye, barley and weed used.
merits the best attention of the grow- commended for their efforts. Those
Mr. Will H. Pattison siys that he ers. It has been found in the most who were fortunate enough to attend,
seed causing low grades In many
cases, which Is a great loss to tne believes that two thirds of the poor extensive broom corn sections that had an enjoyable time and will long
stands are due to the use of poor the price paid for broom corn is remember the hospitality of the good
farmer.
people of Grady.
Fortunately there is some good seed. Nearly every farmer who has based on its grade.
While thit hat not alwayt been true
seed in the county and if the farmers tried seed selection has the same
here it it coming more and more to
are careful they can get enough to story to tell.
"THE WORLD DO MOVE"
RegiiUrad Optometrists
supply the demand. With the example
If you have never tried it, ask your thit basis. Nearly all buyers who
of good and bad wheat this year due neighbor who hair, and let him show come from the outside buy strictly
(Texico-Farwe- ll
Newt)
e
entirely to the kind of teed used, you the actual results right on his according to the grade. These
"Let as take cara of
"Ross
Field,
Arcadia,
Calif., July
surely the farmers of Curry County farm. Figure what five, ten, or fifbuyers tell us that they would
Year Eyes."
1919
20,
Pasadena
established
hat
will never again use poor seed.
teen bushels more per acre would be gladly pay more for the brush if it a municipal landing field near the
cured, graded and
Old wheat farmers say there never worth to you.
were properly
Satisfaction Caaraate4
Altadena Country Club, covering 60
was less smut in the wheat than there
baled.
acre
with
of
a
equipment
all
the
To properly cure broom corn, it
it thit year. Thit it very gratifying
THE CLOVIS CLUB
first class landing field."
be threshed the day it it pulled
should
newt to the farm bureau, because,
The Clovis Boys' and Girls' Club
The above newt item it but another
In a shed to cure. One of
put
and
due to their efforts and the influence began with an enrollment
of 120
indication of the rapid growth of
majority
adcompany
Texat,
Hurley,
a
of the elevator
members, tome learning to raise pigs, the buyers from
in thit country.
Back when
of the teed was given the formalde- tome poultry, tome gardens, and vises ui that they have done away
our grandfather
were young, the
are
and
big
there,
threshers
hyde treatment last fall. A few tome
rabbit, while othert are learn- with the
people provided big tie posts around
using the little drum thresher which
farmert failed to treat their teed and ing to rook, tew, and can fruit.
the public square and to these posts
and at no
job
much
better
almost invariably they have tmut in
doet
The plant were laid for the entire
were tied farm horses which had haulThe teed it more
their wheat.
club sesson's work, at well as the more expense.
ed the immense lumber wagont to
Thit treatment it to simple and to pleasures. The club meets every easily stripped from the fibre while town with grain and to
take back
gets
that
when
ripe
among
or
farmert
the
it
green,
than
known
well
other week, thereby keeping up a it it
the
supply
month's
of
groceries
We are now feeding mora
and
there it no excuse for any farmer warm interest. Picnics have been dry. A much cleaner job can be done household needs.
people than at any timo we
planting teed without first giving it given at different intervals and they and it leaves the. fine thread like fibre
When father wat young, the towns
have been in the restaurant
the formaldehyde treatment. Instruc- act at a great stimulus on keeping on the brush, which always makes the got into
the habit of putting up real
more. The little
worth
corn
broom
tions on how to do thit work can be them together and interested.
business in Clovis. There U a
One
hitching
substantial
racks even
obtained at the County Agenft office. wat given at the Court House lawn machine cottt about $12 or $15, so
reason for thit. Ve are giving
ornamental
ones and tometimet
any broom corn grower can
and another at the Kuntucky Heights, almost
built thedt in which the teams could
our patrons the very best posStale Club Specialist it. la Curry which wat enjoyed by all who at- afford to own one.
stand and rest or eat their meal of
sible service and plenty of good
handling
away
does
method
of
County for a Few Days This week tended.
It it neediest to say that Thit great
oats and hay.
work
careless
of
the
thingt to eat.
deal
with
Giving Canning Demonstrations.
the Farm Bureau picnic on the Fourth
Then came the iron hitch racks,
larger threshers. It gives built
The State Club Specialist it in the of July benefited the club members, done by
a
and
perfect line
eitenJing
in
giving
OPEN ALL NIGHT
uniforms were the grower the opportunity of
county for a few dayt giving canning because the girls'
along the side of the widor directs,
pulling,
to
supervision
the
personal
Most of my
demonstrations in fruits, meats and made by themselves.
where the tied teams with their wng-on- s
We have adopted a new poland baling, and in
vegetables. The interest in this meth members will vote for the sign threshing, curing,
would not interfere with traffic.
a nice, clean, neat
icy
him
gives
of keeping our restaurant
the'
end
od of food conservation is growing "GOOD TIME" as well.
The automobile drifted in next and
will look attractive to
open all night. This will give
To date we have about seventy product, which
and the club members and housewives
brought
other
problem.
Streets
and will bring a higher
the wheat haulers a chance to
have a splendid opportunity for sav members doing active work and keep- any buyer
were marked off as parking places;
price.
ing the gard .. truck for the winter. ing up their records. This is a loss
some churches even built parking
get something to eat no matter
pea
green
any
nice
be
there
Will
The time to can vegetables is when of fifty from the beginning, but this
sheds fnr the cars; downtown streets
how late they are in getting In
Curry County?
they arc at their best and not when was due to some moving away, some broom corn in
were designated
as thoroughfares
at night or how early they want
the grades have begun to get old and missing an opportunity, and others
along which cars could be pnrked if
TWELFTH
to get out In the morning.
CELEBRATES
veget
GRADY
joining
see
what
good
joining
just
t
a
tender
dry up. Select
they were placed close enough to the
PROHIBITION ANNIVERSARY walk; garages grew up like mushables for canning and you will have club is like. We have enjoyed the
your can.
club meetings and would rather have
a good product
In spite of the busy season several rooms to care fnr the automobiles.
at
The best method of canning It the only five in each club and have them hundreds of people gathered
But the new era has broken in on
all standard club members than to Grady, July 20th, to celebrate the us. Airplanes arc becoming more
"Cold Pack" method now being
by the government experts have a hundred not standard clubs.
twelfth anniversary of prohibition at popular. Merchandise has been shipWe are looking forwarl tj the gen- that place. They Are justly proud of ped from Chicago to Illinois towns
and the Extension Service of the
College.
Thit eral exhibit, that will determine who their record in fighting the saloon via airplane express. Fasscngers are '
State Agricultural
Open All Night
method it fully described in Extension are the winners in each club project. evil;
carried regularly in airplanet in our
MARY DUNLAP, Leader.
Circular No 48, which can be had for
People came from all of the various own state
The government utilizes,
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Monarch of tli'.1 independent Companies.

Your Chance
Oil is the supremo investment in the world
today and Texas is tlio
Supreme Oil Field. Texas Crude is the supreme

opportunity for

invest-

ment in oil in the Texas
fields. It occupies dominant positions in the
lt
great Hanger and
Burk-liurne-

pools. It already

has paid two dividends.
It has fourteen new
wells underway now.
Two of these are on the
sand and should he hrot
in even hefore this ad
pets into print.

TMKMi:RSr,OLUMN

1

:

More Dividends
Every new well means
added earnings means
more income and more
profit to l)e distributed
among the stockholders.
You Share In All
The price now is $2 a
share but we can't guarantee to keep it there,
(lushers govern the
price. We expect the
mi a few
price to go to
weeks and to go to 10
as our Kanucr wells
come roaring in this fall.
We have over ."AOOO
Texas acres to develop.
Big companies make big
profits. Buy now. The
opportunity is slipping
by fast.

If You Want to Know

Anything About
Texas Ask Us

Texas Crude
Oil Company
Petroleum Securities
Company
General Agents . c.n.
610 Main St.
Fort Worth, Texas

WIRE US NOW

YOUNG HENS BEST LAYERS

"There are few people who have the
right variety of fowls, who house and
feed them properly, and yet who can
not obtain eggs early in the winter
because their fowls are too old. It
is seldom that it pays to keep hens
for !aying after they are two and a
half years old; not that they will not
give a profit, but that younger fowls
will give a greater profit.
The First National Bank of Clovis
loaned money to the farmers and
stockmen when there wasn't any
'prospect for a crop, just the same as
they do when conditions are good.
Our motto is that when you are entitled to credit you get it, if we
haven't got it, our friends in the east
have, and it pays you to do business
bank that is large enough to
with
kind of credit.
command

tht

Job Printing

it

the News Office.

N(aij'1rY

We have expert workmen and
can do your shoe repairing on
short notice. We use the best

-

material and workmanship.
We make your old shoes look

h

'

like new.

J,

9

Wiecln

1

SHOE STORE

d

New Wells Mean

Shoe

Shoe Repairing A Specialty

.,,

Mrs. J. W. Welch

X.

-t

gar-ace-

I
Denhof
Jewelry Gol I

out-tid-

Real Service!

t

0gg& Boss Cafe

THE CL0VI3 NEW

We cutí save you 75 per cent of your tire value. The
greater part of tire value is in the carcass, yet many
tires are discarded because the tread is worn out.
w ith a MOTH HAD we make your worn tires practically as good as when you bought them. After we put
on a retread you cannot tell lie old tire from the new,
except the bead, tin; retread is built like a new tire,'
outside of the bead.
)o not throw away your tires because you have
cut them or jilown them out. Ve can put
them in lirst class shape at a very small cost considering the milage you will get after having them repaired.
You arc entitled to more llian mere exchange of
tires for your money from your dealer. When you
need a new tire you can get it here at any time. It'
you want the benclit of our experience, well, put a
RACINE COUNTRY ROAD TIRE on your ear. It's
got the stuff in it to give you milage and service. We
know what liacine tires are made of and what they
have done here on your roads.
Lot one Uacine prove it to you. They are all alike
not accidcnlly good but made good always. Come
in or telephone us for service. We will be right there.
I

SLOAN & THOMAS
TIRE and VULCANIZING CO.
CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

Build It Now!
That building work that you held off during the war
should be your first consideration during these hustling days of peace.
This town needs more up to date and better homes to
make it a real pleasure to live in.
If you can't build a new one, a little of the right kind
of remodeling and painting will really restore it to
present day standards.

WE HAVE THE MATERIAL TO DO IT RIGHT

Lone Star
Telephone

Lumber Co.
Clovis. New Mexico

211.

YOU WILL SAVE MONEY BY SEEING US
BEFORE BUYING.

Rapp Monument Co.

West Grand Ave CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

Over the Top
We are Glad the Victory
Loan went Over the Top
U

L4 k

sack aa effort U put

H

( faka

Hi

--

Rev. H. W. Uoi'jjiti preached at
New Hope Sunday morning.
Not a

i'.

very large crowd was present, as
went to cttmd the Quurterly
Conference nt the M. E. church at
some

.

Bellview.

Considerable excitement was experienced in Mr. Loach's harvest field
Friday, when it is said Mr. Kingston,
using a pitchfork as a weapon, cut
an ugly pash in the buck of Cliff
head, then broke the fork in
three pieces while beating R. N.
Sutton.
Floyd Mote sustained a dislocated
ankle Sunday morning. A result of
stepping on a rock while running
some cattle.
Horn to Mr. and Mrs. Lee Watkins,
August 1st, an 8 pound girl and a
6 pound boy.
Miss Mitter is boarding nt the home
of A. W. Cameron. Her physician at
Denton, Texas, having advised her to
come here for her health.
The Dunn brothers threshed two
and a half acres of their wheat that
made 40 bushels to the acre.
Mr. Simms had a (rood horse killed
by lightning last week.
The neighbor gathered in and cut
Myrtle Leach's wheat last week.
New wagons, new trucks and new
granaries are quite common now, as
a result of wheat threshing.
Dill Brown threshed a 70 acre field
that averaged .,0 bushels per acre,
while the rest of his crop is averaging
2!i bushels per acre.
This week will probably end the
wheat cutting which has been in constant progress here since the latter
part of June. Because of the ripeness of the grain some fields had two
machines cutting in them Sunday.
E. W. Leach bought a tractor and
plow of Frank Bond the last of the

?

,1',.

.. 1

Adults may obtain one of these Souvenirs by saving and buying throe or
more War Savings Stamps.
WAR SAVINGS STAMPS ALREADY BOUGHT WILL NOT BE
GETTING
COUNTED TOWARD
-OGRENADE
THE
NLY THOSE
WAR SAVINGS STAMPS BOUGHT
FROM NOW ON.
These lTniue "WEAPONS OF I'KACK" Will

First National
Bank
Clovis New Mexico

Capital $100,000.00

(First published July 10, 1919)
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

The entertainment at Mr. Groves'
Saturday evening wns fine. We all
had a good time.
Mr. Mathews and family left Tuesday of last week to visit points in
middle Texas. Mr. Mathews is going
to visit parts of the state of Georgia.
The Sunday school social that was
given at the school house was just
simply fine. We had all the ice cream
we could eat.
Mrs. Cloy Anderson,
Mrs. Jack
Lamison and Willis Long helped Mrs.
John Anderson cook for threshers
last week.
Willie Long and Katherine Buchanan made a business trip to Clovis
Thursday of last week.
Misse Mattie and Ethel Bell, Mr.
Edd and Bill Mickey and Monroe
White called at the home of Willie
Long Sunday evening. I wonder who
had a break down about sundown and
where?
M m Roxie Smith Is working at the
Hammond ranch about twenty miles
northwest of here.
Mr. Delmer Mouser Is breaking
wheat land for Mr. Buchanan.
Don't forget the party at Mr. Bell's
Saturday evening.
SHU FLY.
N

GET READY

Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office, Fort Sumner, N. M.,
July 3rd, 1919.
Notice is hereby given' that William B. Vaughn, of Texico, N. M.,
1st., 1915
R 3, who, on Sept.
made Original Homestead Entry, No.
Sec. 27, SE'i Sec
012921, for SW
2R, T 1 N, R 36 E, and on May 8th,
1919, made add, N. E. 018253, SW't
Sec. 28, SEV, Sec. 29, T 1 N, R 3d E.,
N. M. P. M., has filed notice of in- -.
tention to make Final three year!
Proof, to establish claim to the land:
above described, before W. J. Curren,
U. S. Commissioner, in his office at
Clovis, N. M., on the 12th day of
August, 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Thales A. Boone. Groven 9.
Thatcher, J. A. Moss, Clarence Houston, all of Texico, N. M.
W. R. McGILL,
Register.

tack m baylag farsa loaaa, eai Ikat
we ara aMa to say to Carry Coaaty

faratart, wa kave plaaly of saoaey
te take ara af all good farm loam,
:
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'

....

and caá live roa Ika

mm

quick

service ikat ka nude aur loan com

paay popular witk tba public
Writa

Ui

Now the time that your hens will
moult or shed their feathers. This
process is rather slow and Nature
should be assisted. B. A. Thomas'
Poultry Remedy wilt help your hens
to moult causing them to shed earlier
and be ready to lay when eggs are
highest in the winter. If this remedy
does not make good, we will. A. B.
Austin A Sons.
la

r

Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Offlcie, Fort Sumner, New Mexico, April 9th, 1919.
Notice it hereby given that the
State of New Mexico, by virtue of
the acts of Congress approved Juai
21st, 1898, and June 20th, 1910, and
acts supplementary thereto, has filed
in this office selection list for the following described lands,
List No. 8444, Serial No. 018554.
SW4 Sec. 2, T. 8N, R. S3 E., N.
M. P. M containing 160 acres.
Protests or contests against such
selection may be filed in this office
during the period of publication, or
at any time thereafter before final
approval and certification.
W. R. McGILL,
Register.
SPURRING HIM ON

PHONE No. 450

or call at Ika office whin

J. A. KISER

in need of money.

All

kinds of Hauling,

Dreyage and Transfer

UNION MORTGAGE
MAIN STREET

CO.

CLOVIS, N. M.

Wagon at Mandell'i

Corner

CLOVIS, N. M.

DO IT

A country gentleman was taking a
stroll early one morning when he
came unon a votinir mnn who was
trying his best to get a horse to jump
a fence. Alter watching the greenhorn for some time the eentleman
said: "How do you expect that horse
to go when you've only got one spur
on?" The vounir man looked down
at his boot and said: "Well, sir, if
I can get that Hde of the horse to
go over, the other side is bound to
keep up with t;!"

Job rrlntlng at the News Office.

Dr J. B. Westerfield

NOW!

Physician and Surgeon.
Office over Sunshine Shop
Office Phone 231.
Residence 269

Let Us Fill That

DR. H. R. GIBSON

Coal Bin With

OSTEOPATH
Treats all diseases, both acute and
chronic. Office In New Tile
building ou corner north of Fire 4
Station and east of Lyceum 4
theatre.
Office phone 383. Residence 300.

Good Old

ROCKVALE

Clovis,

New Mexico.

Lump Coal
THOMAS W. JONES
VeterinsuiiuL
Otero Btseet

900 West
Pbooe 45.

Kemp Lumber

CloTta. N. M.

4

'

Company

NOTICE OF PUBLICATION

t:

woaki bhJm Mttara laveatore

kola1

(D

Soon bo lioadv for Distribution. Those Who Karn
Them FIIÍST Will (Set Them. THE N'lTMIJEIi.IS
LIMITED. For Information call at

Hoi-len-

ovar, that It

You Can Begin Earn- ing That Hand-Gre- nade Savings Bank
Now
Boys and (lirls may obtain one of
earning and saving
money and buying at least one War
Havings Stamp.

Two of L. M. Boney's brothers of
Kress, Texas, came Sunday evening
to visit him. One of them has recently returned from overseas.
e
Bryan and Hollie Vaughan of
were assisting Mr. Clingan Sunday, to drive some cattle which he had
bought of Messrs. Dunn, Locknane,
Isler, White and Smithson of Texico.
The threshers of Messrs. Leach,
Bnney. Dunn, and Isler are each busily humming this week.
Huron Lloyd of Clovis did some
work on J. Z. Isler's tractor

Rev. Redmon filled his regular appointment here Sunday".

m

thoso War Holies by

week.

RANCHVALE CHIMES

Artistic Marble and Granite Memorials
Prices, Material, Workmanship Fully Guaranteed,
Also Lawn and Cemetery Iron Fencing.

Wa are

4

it

-

MONUMENTS

206

AUGUST 7. 1919.

CAMERON NEWS

VULCANIZING

Phone 53

THURSDAY,

Service

Quality

Satkfactioa

J.

rOSTBB SCOTT, Jr. MS.
BCRQBON
PHYSICIAN a

8edal altfot-t-

Eye, Ear, Naa

aad Threat

Office Over
Office Pbooe

SuoaalM Stw

a;

Try
This
On Your
Eczema
If you are afflicted with
Salt Rheum, Tetter, dry
Eczema Acne or Pimples, buy a jar of that
sweet, odorless ointment Dry Zenzal. For

the watery eruptions
the only sure treatment
is the soothing, healing
Moist Zenzal, 75c the

X

BstrfcsMll

DR. C O. WAKRINEB
CHIKOPRACTOR

t

113 Soatk Mala St.
PHONE 101

dr.

c.

l. McClelland

Phjraician and Surgeon
Residence 202 North Gidding
Office over Pierce Dry Goods Co.
CLOVIS, N. M.
4)

jar.

Mears Pharmacy
Of Coursa

Subscribe

for The News.

Help Wanted Boys, if you are
going to the harvest field this summer,
come to Pampa. The most concentrated "wheat belt" in the state. Harvest begins about June 20 to 25. Fot
information write Lee McConnell, et
Gray County State Bank, Pampa,
Texas.

4

THE CLOVIS NEWS, THURSDAY, AUGUST 7, 1918.
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THE STORH THEY TALK ABOUT
4

NEW FALL HINTS
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Successful
o American Stage
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Forcast Today

A thrilling, tensly 'interesting J 4 j
story of ,ovc anJ darfng decdg ' g J
during the civiI War
I '1 1

i
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SILKS OF KNITTED WEAVES

HI

Pays

fcj

,,

os

1

For ye.irs tho familiar a til limn frocks have Itccn of scrc
This year it lias a rival t lie frock of silk knitted fabric
a material that has made for itself a place in fashion.
Knitted silk weaves have as many modes as there are occasions of the day. In some frocks conservative and substantial, in ol hers almost like drawuwork and ainoiiji newest versions from New York is included the new Tricolette

ÍI

I

staff

The Mode for Tomorrow

weave.

Advance Fall Sport Sweaters
We have received a shipment of sport sweaters that are
just dandy for early Fall wear. They are the slip over

Vvf

í

i

'A

;

e

'

J:'

x

kind and some have sleeves and some are sleveless. ( ors
in peacock blue, American beauty, tunpiois, salmon and
buff. Nceinn' means buying, l'rices

fa a

$5.00, $6.50 and $8.00

Silk Tricolette Skirts
Plain clastic Tricolette, in blue onlv at.
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We still have a limited number of satin skirts, plain,
plaid and stripe effects, at the verv" low price of

r

$8.50

BROTHER
SHOOT Ml:

IN THE
ffi

TH

i.

"We can't all die a soldier's death in the war and loiy
of battle our trincas around us under the Has; we love!
not all! Some of us have orders of another kind,
no

for work desperate dare-devwork the hazardous
schemes of the secret service! We tight our battles alone
not comrades to cheer us on ten thousand to one
against us death at every turn. If we win we escape with
our lives if we lose dragged out and butchered like dogs
no soldier's grave not even a trench with the rest of
the boys alone despised forgotten." "Secret Service"
was one of the most successful Stage Plays. It is a thrilling story of love and romance during the Civil "War. It
stars, Major Iiobert Warwick, late of General Pershing's
,
overseas staff.

S18.50

-

New
Blouses

V

We have just received a new shipment of blouses in the j $3 50
smartest new styles, made in georgette, crepe de chine and
AND
wash silks. Among these are included the Kussian blouses.
;
UP
sizes.
colors
all
the new
and
Prices from
In

Advance Fall Suits
We have just received a shipment of Ladies' Suits of
this season's newest styles, handsomely tailored

il

wool-popli-

n,

Long coats, belted styles and
plain Manish tailored, rows of buttons add greatly to the
st vie effects.
line serge, and tricot inc.

Tom Reagan is here from BeauW. C. Robtfrson and family left
this week for a vimt with relatives at mont, Texah, visiting at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. H. Humphrey.
Mrs.
Clarendon and Silverton, Texas.
Reagan has been here for some
Felix Mandell is ajcain able to be
Good level section tight wheat land weeks.
at the store after a sick spell of sev.
north
of Clovls. No improvements.
days.
eral
Hr.lt ration Just south of
Price $13. SO per acre.
Curren
Corn in neighborhood will
2t
Oil leases:
Few choice leases in Agency.
make better than 60 bushels to acre.
Endee, Ranna and Glenrio districts.
Two-Reel
CurMrs. I. B. L. Osborne returned the Price $11.00 per acre, torms.
J. D. Love, Endee. N. M.
2t
first of the week from the eastern ren Agency.
CARTOON
MUTT AND
J. P. Pierce has returned from the markets, where she has been buying
Rc agan Land A Cattle Co. has on
eastern markets, where he has been new goods for her millinery store.
'
display
some elegant peaches raised1
buying fall and winter goods.
ICO acres, 6 miles of Clovis. Good by J. C. Halliday, who lives southwest
AT THE
of Clovis.
These peaches ara big
E. Peterson left Tuesday morning well, all fenced, other improvement,
for Sunta Fe to attend a meeting of No better crops in country. Price luscuous looking fellows and meas-13.r-0
per acre. Curren Agency. 2t ure nearly three and a half Inches
the County Agents of the State.
in diameter.
License to marry were issued
Miss Anna Hardwirk and Mi
There are three geologists working
Sadie Carlton returned Inst wee! Thursday by County Clerk Zerwer to
S. C. Thompson of Camp Funston, in the Yeso country under the
from a vacation trip to California.
and Miss Edna Lodewick of tion of Geologist Dr. II. E. Elliott.
ilt Is stated that their reports, when
W. I. Luikart left the first of the Roswell.
(completed, will be published. Also
.
week
for
a
in
weeks
stay
several
the
'
that they are working this way and
Mr.
you
likely
to
are
be
Farmer,
markets, buying new fall and winter
i
planning to have a public sale this "'Y ""ke a report of Roosevelt coun-fal- l.
goods.
If so, let the News print your ty. Portales Journal,
Mrs. Lloyd Drown and son, Edell, tale bills. We will give you prompt
who have been visiting at the home of service.
tf Judge C. R. Brice of Roswell hail
taken the piar of Supremo Court
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Fraeiier returned
JULY 9th
Mr. Edwards, who lives north 0f Juítice ""'"'rt F. Raynolds during
last Friday to her home at Electra.
absence from the city.
town had thirty acres of wheat that thc """r
'
Mr. Farmer, you are likely to be made better than 38 bushels per acre Judge Brice will be joined by his
planning to have a public sale this and two acres of this threshed out CO family shortly and they will remain
here the rest of the summer. New
fall. If so, let the News print your bushels per acre.
Mexico State Record.
sale bills. We will give you prompt
W.
is
E.
Bowyer
spending a few
service.
tf
V. Tate, who lives northwest of
days in Santa Fe this week, where he
The little child of J. H. Green has
town,
wns in Clovis Tuesday and
is
assisting
in
A.
preparing
Peabody,
Assistant
the state
0.
State
ben quite sick of typhoid fever.
Highway Engineer, has been here this course of study at tho State Super- brought the News force some fine
peaches. He says he has quite a hit
Daniel Boone spent two or threí week in consultation with District intendent's office.
of
fruit in his orchnrd this year. Mr.
,
duys in Lubbock this week visitinR Highway Superintendent Jones, relarrv .
i
i.
cracKer-jac- a
m " . . i ""'X
aur.
V I
Miss
Mr
nn.l
Gn.cn
Parlen
matters.
to
road
tive
relatives.
Leonard of Mndisnnville, Texas, nre lioneer but a good scout and a good'
farmer too, and anytime he has any
Auto painting. Pert Curies. Phone
Auto pontine. Pert f'urleFS. riiene
Judge Bratton and Assistant
W. W. Hungate of the Pleasant here visiting nt the home of Mr. and more peaches
like the ones he brought
2 tf
VA.
tf 254.
Mrs.
They
Milton
Brown.
sisare
Attorney Rowells spent Monday Hill neighborhood was a Clovis visitin Tuesday, the boys on the News
in PortBlcs.
or Tuesday. Mr. Hungate exhibited ters of Mrs. Brown.
force say he will bo mighty welcome
Mrs. C. A. Hatch and children arel
A. Mnnikll is expected home from
while hero some extra fine peaches
visiting relatives in Oklahoma.
the markets Friday of this week.
Couple with little girl of seven around tho sanctum.
480 acres and section lease includ- raised in his orchard.
years, desire to rent winll house or
ed, near Grady at $10.00 pe. acre.
Residences for Sulc : ' 4 room house
Must have license to fish. Hunting
Wanted to Buy Secondhand f
Curren Agency.
R. N. Pownie returned Thursday light houskeeping rooms, furnished close in, $1500.00; 4 room modern,
2t
Expect to occupy one block east of
A. E Curren, deputy war-- iture and stoves.
Call 203. R. M.
of last week from Topeka, Kansas, or unfurnished.
Main, $1100.00; 6
2t Bishop.
den
Mrs. H. Jefferson returned Wed- where he and his family have been same for six months or longer. See room stucco, good yard and trees,
,
tf good location, $2050.00; 0 room
nesday of last week from a trip to visiting tho past few weeks. Mrs. the operator at Clovis News.
Downie and children will not return
J. T. Stalker has purchased thc J. Mc. D. Cantrall of Muleshoe was a Venice, California.
modern east front, corner east front,
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Newton of Vic- - close
W. Malone residence on North Gid- - Clovis visitor Monday. Mr. Canrtall
for the present, on account of thc
in, 2 garages, 2 lots, plastered,
ding Street, the consideration being, is plannig to leave the farm and will
Section 7 miles southwest at $11 illness of the baby girl, who under- toria, Texas, are here for a visit at $4500.00; 2 good east front lots on
Mr. and Mrs. Stalker will have a public sale on the 12th of this per acre. Compare these prices with went an operation for appendicitis the home of Mrs. Newton's parents, east rjraml
$3800.
300.00; 8 good lots
.
.
i
Pawl
home there, having moved month. While in Clovis he had the others selling same land at $30.00 per She seems to be completely recoveri- Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Welch. They- Bviuw
their
wake
nulls i HJllA..t. in V4V
ii u j til asna
motored to Clovis from Victoria.
jiack to Clovis from Albuquerque.
News to print him some sale bills.
acre. Curren Agency.
$750.00. Curren Agency.
2t
2t ng- Melrose Messenger.
A. L. Awult

X'nt several days in

Fort Sumner this week.

.

Black-towe-

Also
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If its news The, News wants it.
Phone ui. No. 97.

PERSONAL MENTION

J

ID

Ray Pierce will leave this week
Ucrt Curless. I'lioiie
tf. for Dullas, Texas.

Auto palutlng.
254.
'

John

F. Smithson

of Grady was in

Several second hand cars at a
Curren ARency.

town Wednesday.

We have just received a new r.u
of Cingham for school droit. Rode
Bradley Company.

A nnouncing"
Our Fall Showing

A liberal collection was taken at
the Baptist Church last Sunday for
the Orphanage at Portales.

2t

W will be clo.ed next Tueiday
and Wednesday to take inventory of
this
Rev.
week
was
P.
Yelverton
Ted
here
Will
Holificld has moved to
itock and arrant our foods la tha
the Kiely place on Ross street.
from Wichita Falls, Texas.
new addition to our store. Naw fall
food
ara arriving almost daily.
J. E. Lindley returned this week
atended
Attorney C. A. Hutch
Company.
from a severul weeks stay in the oil
County Court at Fnrwell Monday.
Rodet-Bradle-

y

fields.

of a Distinctive,

Strutting Sharp and Mr. Little purchased a splendid section of wheat
Attorney R. D. Bowers of Roswell
land near Pleasant Hill Tuesday thru
was hero Wednesday attending dis- the Reagan Land & Cattle Co. Mr.
trict court.
Sharp, some months ago, sold his half
a'
M.
Brixcndine has accepted
B.
to these gentlemen and insection
position in the A. B. Austin & Co.' Wm. Ratzburg, cement contractor,
tended to leave the State, but like
returned this week from a trip to muny
Grocery.
others who intend to leave,
points in the north.
commenced comparing the advantages
I am prepared to nuike most anyj
and disadvantages here with the other
City Atty. Wm. A. Gillenwater
Dr. H.R.I
examination except
places, with the result they bought
sp nt several dlaya at Albuquerque
..
Gibson.
again and this is better than to go
and
Carrizozo
this
week.
,
away without comparing and then
Miss Beulah Thomas hns accepted,
return.
Hugh C. Boyle, who has been here
a position as book keeper at Fincher'sj
visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. J.
Grocery.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Higgins of El
W. Boyle, returned lust week to KanPaso
arc here visiting at the home of
Buddy Mandell, littli son of Mr. sas City.
Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. T. M. Davenport.
been
has
Mrs.
Mandell,
Felix
and
of
the
many
Higgins
is
to
known
four-rooFor Sale Good
house
quite sick this week.
in this section He was at one
and barn for sale to be moved off of
good many years ago sheriff,
time
a
W.
B.
See
lot.
Alfalfa
Cramer at
You can get that leather Hand Bag
of Chaves County. There has been a
tfc.
or auit caie at a reasonable price at Lumber Co.
family reunion at Mr. Davenport's
Company.
visitors have
Miss Nellie Lee Wagner will re- and among the other
been Alfred, Ralph and Babe Higweek
Canyon,
Texas,
turn
this
from
Falls,
Wichita
Felix Herbert of
gins, of Wichita Falls, Texas, Elmo
Texas, spent several days in Clovis where she has been attending sumMrs. S. D.
mer normal. She will be one of the Kainbnlt of Arizona and
this week looking after business.
daughters of Seattle,
teachers in the Clovis public schools Saunders and
Washington.
antiseptics
and this year.
use
Osteopaths
anesthetics in confinement cases rml
We have on hand a large itock of
any other means that is necessary, tf
.
Peter Diamond Brand, all leather,
CLAUDE NOTES
Miss Annie Thomas and sister-in-laSchool Shoes. You can buy them
Mrs. Byron Thomas, returned now at a saving of ona dollar a
Company.
this week from Las Vegas, where they pair.
have been attending the summer
The weather has been .'cry hot
After spending several days in Clo- the pas', few days.
vis, C. C. Baker left last Saturday
The ice cream social gi3n at the
S. A. Jackson of Grady returned morning for Burkburnett.
He will
last week from Las Vegas, where he spend several days there looking after home of Mr. John Johnson Saturday
enhas been attending the normal. Mr. matters in connection with the com night was well atended and was
by
all.
joyed
Jackson will teach at Grady again pletion of the
well.
Miss Graham, who has ben visitnext year.
ing
her sister, Mrs. Fore.it Ice, reDr. J. J. ( aviness and little son,
W. E. Groves, who represents the J.J. Jr., have been in Clovis this week turned home Monday.
A large crowd attended Sunday
Four Leaf Oil Co. at Albuquerque, guests at the home of C. A. Hatch,
spent two or three days in Clovis this the Doctor being a brother tc Mrs school Sunday morning and alsn Sun- week. He is on a trip to several towns Hatch. Dr. Caviness has recently re day afternoon Mr. John Taylor of
in eastern New Mexico getting local turned from overseas, having served Clovis came out and organized a
representatives for his company.
singing class Sunday afternoon. The
in the army.
Wunted to Buy
iture and stoves.
Bishop.

Secondhand furnCall 203. R. M.

Dresses, Suits, Coats

i

Rodes-Bradle-

line of

and Furs
A notable display, surpassing our previous best,
signed to meet the needs of the most discriminating.

de-- N

The latest materials' and newest shades skillfully fashioned by a master designer.
The prices are commensurate with the value and

ex-

y

Kodes-Bradle-

clusive personality of the models.

WATCH OUR WINDOWS
for NEW MODES

.

y

W. I. Luikart & Co.

d

"It It's New We Have It"

j.

n
I

Suit Yourself Now!
Fall's here and it's time to do it.

If you haven't said "farewell" to your Summer Suit'
you'd better.
We'll put a smile'that won't come off all Winter on the
face of every man

that

enough to come here for his

is wise

new Fall Suit.

We are showingcvcry new fabric
feature.

MAY

and every new style

.

WE

SHOW

YOU?

singing was enjoyed by all.
Mr. and Mrs.
Cheer Marks
spent Sunday with his parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Byrn were
seen on our streets Sunday.
A large crowd attended the singing
given at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
John Westfall Sunday night.
Mr. Ira Gillilnml ard Mr. Thelbert
Brasher made a business trip to Clovis Monday.
Miss Edna Palmeteer is visiting her
cousin near Hout, N. M.
Mr. Forest Johnson was a Clovis
visitor Saturday.
Mr. Ed Dacus is helping Mr.
cut oats.
TOOTSY ROSE.
Mr. J. W. Lewis and sons of Colorado, while visiting Mr. W. T. Wagner last week, purchased a choice section of land near Bl:'.cktower, also a
quarter section southeast of Clovis,
Reagan Land & Cattle Co. making
the deal. Mr. Lewis has land In Colorado which he has been offered $125
per acre for and says this land, so
far as he can see, is as good as theirs,
that we get about the same rainfall
and that the winters are milder here
and other advantages in our favor.

CLASSIFIED

:

Stetson Hats
Our new Fall styles of Stetson
nifty. Come and look at 'em.

I

ADS

:-

-

Front Bed Room. Phone

:C7.

SilkCrepc de Chine

Shirts.

Wanted Some man with baler to
bale straw at my place at Cluud. W.
E. Charlton, Claud, N. M.
Commercial Rooming House, bed
Also rooms for light housekeeping.
Phone 232. Mrs. C. F.
Wells, Prop.
rooms.

M AND ELL'S
THE STORE OF QUALITY

7--

--

one-thir- d

e

gar-age- s,

your-mule-

s

Feeder H ogs
For Scile
I have two cars of good young I
hogs at the Clark place, one-hamile south of Clovis which will be
offered for sciie

RATE

le Per Word Per Issue
For Rent

f

n,

lf

lats are here. They are

Just received our new Fall line

Phone 244. 731tfc
For Rent Modern sleeping room, room.vModern.
down stairs, close in. Fhone S04.
Wanted to Trade 320 acres unimproved, but level and fine farming
Buick Six car for sale cheap or land, only eight miles from drilling-locatioas part payment on improvwill trade on home. See Dr. C. L.
ed farm with good well, near Clovis;.
McClellan.
J, E. Lea, Redlake, K. M.
2 tc
For Rent Unfurnished rooms.
For Sale Molina Universal TracSee R. M. Mishop.
tor in running order. Will tell for.
price of a new ene.t
For Sale
house, modern less than
with china closets, 2 pantries, 2 large If you haven't had tractor experience-heris a chance to get it chep. It
closets, sleeping porch, 2 lots, 2
side walks all in and paid for. you have had tractor experience,
maybe you can run it. Bring on
A, care News office.
or Ford car, I'll trade you. See-For Rent Front Bed room over
L. Dickey, two milea nertheaat of."
News office. Also light housekeeping Clovis, Phone 188 F 4.

For Snli A five passenger car.
First class shape, $300. 620 North
Wallace.
For Sale The Clovis Feed Mill,
cheap for cash or will trade for farm
or city property in or near Clovis.
Apply to B. M. Ray, 211 North Reid
Street.
Large modern
house, two
garages five bearing fruit trees. Will
sell cheap if sold at once. 202 North
Wallace street.

Saturday, August 9th
and thereafter until sold.
These hogs have been vaccinated
and quarantined for a long enough
time that they are absolutely free
from disease.

Come and See Them

D.

J, OWEN'

5

I
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PAVING PROTEST NOTICE

IS GOING UP
If you "wait until lie last minute" before
1

supply of coal

order-ymi-

r

'

You Will Have To Pay
More
You will not lie aide to get the coal yoú need;
cars will be used for grain movement and there
will not he enough ears for both grain and coal.

You Gain Nothing By
Waiting
and will probably have to take inferior coal.
The sensible easy thing is to

Order Your Coal Today

Alfalfa Lbr. Co.
"It Costs

No More To Build It Right"
Clovis, N. M.
Phone 15

(First published July

10, 1919)

Meridian, has filed i.otice of Intention to make Final three year Proof,
to establish claim to the land above
W. H. Doughton, Plaintiff.
described, before W. J. Curren, U.
S. Commissioner, in his office, at Clovs.
No. 1490.
Miranda McDow, and all unknown vis, N. M., on the 27th day of August,
claimants under Miranda McDow, 1919.
A. L. Cole, and Lou Allie Cole, his
Claimant names as witnesses:
'wife, and all unknown claimants James Antle, James M. Miller, J. D.
under A. L. Cole and Lou Allie Trobough, P, B. Copelnnd, all of Clo
Cole, and L. W. Cotton and all un- - vis, N. M.
known claimants under L. W. Cot- t
W. R. McGILL, Register.
ton, Defendants.
The State of New Mexico to the above
(First published July 10, 1919)
named defendants, Greeting:
NOTICCE OF SUIT
"You are hereby notified that a suit
has been filed against you in the Dis- G. M. Green, riaintiff.
trict Court of Curry County, New
vs.
No. 1498
Mexico, by the plaintiff herein! in Thomas M. Marsh and
all unknown
cause number 1499 on the Civil Dock
claimants under Thomas M. Marsh,
et of said court, for the purpose of Defendants.
quieting plaintiff's title to lot 1, in: The State of New Mexico to
the above
block. 14, ih the original town of
named defendants. Greeting:
Clovis, "Sew Mexico, and to bar you
You are hereby notified that a suit
from any interest therein, and (hat1
has been filed against you in the Disthe plaintiffs attorney is A. W. Hock-- 1
trict Court of Curry County, New
fVnhull, of Clovis, New Mexico; that!
Mexico, by the plaintiff herein, in
yod
plead
appear,
unless
or answer cause number 1498
on the Civil Dockin said cause on or before the 22nd et of said court,
for the purpose of
day of August, 1919, judgment will quieting plaintiff's
title to the Southhe rendered against you by default. west quarter of
section 12, Township
Witness my hand and the seal of 1
North of range 31 East, N. M. P.
i the court at Clovis, New Mexico, this
M., rt to bar you from any interest
: 3rd day of July, 1919.
therein, and that plaintiff's attorney
' (Seal)
W. C. ZERWER,
is A. W. Hockenhull of Clovis, New
.710-4- t
County Clerk.
Mexico; that unless you appear, plead
or answer in said cause on or before
(First published July 10, 1919.)
the 22nd day of August, 1919, lodgNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
ment will be rendered against you by
default.
Witness my hand and the seal of
'Department of the Interior, U. S.
'Land Office at Fort Sumner, N. M the court at Clovis New Mexico, this
. July 8th, 1919.
3rd day of July. 1919.
Notice it hereby given that John (Seal)
W. C. ZERWER,
' S. Martin, of Clovis, N. M., who, on
County Clerk.
i'eby. 23, 1916, made Homestead entry, No. 013S85, for Eft, Section 31, Oil Placer location Blanks for sale
Township 1 N, Range 36 E., N. M. P.
Office.

i

NOTICE OF SUIT

10-5-

B. Austin; E. E. Graves; Ford
Hruncndburg; rred dallamoie; H. C.
Reid, J. V. Kice; Kate Whitehead; J.
P. Fenet; Th Atchison, Topeka &
Sania re Ku.lway Company; J. V.
Rice, W. S. lliggina and all the Heirs
at Law ot
K. Uiee, diceused; U. R,
Neal and F. C. Herbert.
You and each of you are hereby
notified that the City Council of the
City ot Uovíb, New Mexico, has, by
ordinance, provided for the improvement by curbing, grading and paving
all that portion of Main Street in
said city between the south line ot
Munroe Avenue and its intersection
with the north line of the
of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa
Fe Railway Company, and that portion of Grand Avenue in said city
between its intersection with the east
line of Gidding Street und the west
line of Connolly Street, and that portion of Munroe Avenue between its
intersection with the east line of Pile
Street and the west line of Mitchell
Street, including all street and alley
intersections within said delned limits. That said street and alleys and
their intersections will be paved with
either Standard Vitrified Fiber Brick
or lütulithic paving. The total estimated cost ami expense of said improvement, should Standard Vitrified
Fiber Brick be used, is $89,000.00,
mid the total estimated cost and expense of said improvement should
llitulithic paving is used is $85,000.-00- ,
said amounts being the estimated cost and expense to the abutting property owners within said limits for said improvements.
That said improvement shall be between the interjection of the south
line of Munroe Avenue on said Main
Street and the intersection of said
Main Street with the north line of
of the Atchison, Tothe
peka & Santa Fe Railway Company,
including all street and alley intersections and between the curb lines
on said Main Street within said limits; between the curb lines on said
Munroe Avenue between the intersection with the east line of Pile
Street and the west line of Mitchell
Street, and between the curb lines on
said Grand Avenue between its intersection with the east line of Gidding Street and the intersection with
the west line of Connelly Street, and
including nil street and alley intersections and connections.
That your property abutting upon
said street proposed to be so imvis Lodge No. 40, A. F. & A. M.;l.' proved and within said paving disC. Copien; R. C. Keid;
First Sav-- J trict and the estimated cost and exings Bank of Albuquerque, New Mex- pense to be assessed against your
ico; Mrs. Ida Hunter; E. F. Reynolds; property is as follows:

City of Clovis, New Mexico.
To Mary Knight; R. F. Pixl. y, A.
Mundell and F. E. Dennis, trustees
Clovis Lodge No. 1244, B. P. (i. E.;
John H. Barry; Nettie M. Klein; City
of Clovis; Lone Star Lbr. Co.; u!l the
Ihirs at Law of Sum Hollaml. deceased; Canil Ramey, J. W. W Vinson and C. E. Dennis; Mrs. Iiuisy
Conner, formerly Mrs. Daisy Mcivitt,
administratrix of the estate of hank
Merrill, deceased. Mrs. Duisy Con- ner, formerly Mrs. Daisy Meiritt,
guardian of the Minor Heirs of Fmnk
.Meiritt, deceased. Dorothy Mm itti
and Dean Merritt, Minor Heirs of
Frank Merritt, deceased; Joe C. Mc-- l
Clellmid; Walter Howell; Call ('.
Smith, Paul Smith, Elizabeth Smith,'
Kate Smith and T. E. Smith, Heirs of
'
I. P. Smith, deceased ; I. C. and A. W.
Johnson; H. R. Gibson; Kemp Lum-- j
ber Company; C F. Hardwick; W. F.
Dawson; J. V. Rice, Mrs. T. U.
Skeen; C. Jackson; J. W. Stewart; 0.
M. and D. N. Croft; Cash Ramey: K.
W. Mears; The First Naional Uu....;
Dora Rice; Cash Ramey unci J, V.
Wilkinson; S. J. Roykin; Cash Ramey
J. W. Wilkinson and Joe C. Cc
; J. M. Love; W. A. Moore; G. W.
Johnson; J. C. Hyatt; Geraldine A.
Wu'd; C. E. Lukins; First Baptt
Church, A. VV. Johnson, Chairman,
Lester Stone, A. W. Hockenhull, A.
S. Veazcy, J. V. Forman and W. II.
Harris, Trustees; K. T. Jernigan; J.
B. Westerl'uld; T. J. Gordon; Eva M.
Cuvender; L. C. Cox; Mountain
States Telephone & Telegraph Company; The Clovis National Bank;
Mary Lyons; A. E. Curren; Philo Al-- j
den; E. E. Addington; D. N. Croft;
Zella M. McFarlin; Harry Highfill and
L. H. Sanders; Chas. E. Dennis ami'
W. A. Maupin; S. H. Blockson; F S.I
Burns; G. W. Singleton; R. A.1
Adams; M. Bryant; John R. Cook; E.
A. Schweining; E. E. Graves; Jere- miah Moriarty; G. W. Pucket; A. J.
Rodes; City Drug Company; W. A.
Archer; E. B. Leepy; Lela Kendall'
and Nannie E. Kendall; J. W. Stew- art; Ida B. Osborne and Mollie P.
Wright; John F. Taylor; C. O.
Joe Lchrer; Clyn Smith; L,
E. Shaw; W. W. Gibson; Mugh C'of-- j
fy; W. F. Swartz; F. Divers; Miss
Belle Bennett; Henry G. Coors, Jr.;
W. F. Byless; Southwestern Savings,
Builbind and Loan Association; W. II.
Fuqua; J. W. Wilkinson and F. Divers; P. A. LuShier, Chaa. H. Reich-art and W. I. Luikart, Trustees Clo-

A.

t.

right-of-wa- y

right-of-wa- y

War-rine-

G.
R.
M.
All

W. Singleton
A. Adams

0
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48-O-

it
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1740.00..

18..35-OT.- .

O. E

1641.25

II..
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60-O60-w-
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.49-OT- ..

.49-OT- ..
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.49-OT- ..
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HER FALIILY

31.25
31.25
1116.26

1155.00.
402.00.

1085.00
434.00

462.00.
1411.00.

434.00
1333.25

1097.50.

1038.75

412.50.

387.50

412.50-412.5-

387.60
387.60
387.50
387.60
387.50
387.50
387.50
775.00
806.25
387.50

0.

412.50.
412.50.
412.50.
412.50.
412.50.

..

825.00.

64-O- T

64-O- T

T
T

03-O- T

..

T

03-O63-O-

-03--

..

78-O-

12-7-

.

850.00
412.50.
412.50.
412.50.
412.50.
412:60.
412.50.
412.50.
412.50.
412.50.
437.60.
850.00
412.50.
412.50.
412.50.

'187.50

8-OT

T

.

412.50.

412.5ÍI.
412.50.
412.50.
412.50.
437.60.

17..7K-OW. F. Swart.
P. A. LuShier, Clin. II. Reichurt and W.
I. Luikart, Trustees Clovis Lodge No.
.6 ami 7..77-O40, A. F. & A. M
850.00 .
8
L. C. Copien
. 412.50.
I!. C. Reeil
0, 10 and 11.
1237.50.
12 and 13. .77 OT
Divers
825.00.
First Savings Hank of Albuquerque, New
Mexico
14..77 0T.. 412.50.
Mm. Ida Hunter
15 77-O412.50.
K. F. Reynolds
412.50.
...It!
.HOT
A. H. Austin
17. 77-O437.50.
K. E. Graves
and 10..97OT..
850.00.

...9

Ford Brandenburg
Fred Gullumorc
R. C. Reid
V. Rice

II..U7-O12..97-O-OT-

J.

387.50
387.50
387.50
387.50
387.50
387.50
387.50
418.75
806.25
387.50
387.50
387.50
;t87.50
387.00

..412.50.

1

I4..07-OT- -

Ford Brandenburg
15
4..98-OT- Kate Whitehead
6
98- J. P. Fenet
The Atchison, Topeka dt Santa Fe
beginning ut the S E corner
of lot 5, block 98, Original town of Clovis, New Mexico, running south one
hundred one and five tenths (101.6)
feet and extending west to the west side
97-O-

387.50
387.50
187.50

87.60
118.75

806.25
387.50
1162.50
775.00
387.50
387.60
387.50
418.75
806.25
387.60
387.50
387.60
387.50
387.50
387.60
611.50

412.60.
412.50.
412.50.
412.50.
412.50.
412.60.
644.60.

of said block 98
1674.75
J. V. Rice, W. S. Higgins and all the heirs
R.
Rice, deceased, 16, 17 & 18 .
at luwof E.
1089.00.
II. R. Neal and F. C. Herbert, 1, 2 and 3..H8 OT . 1262.60.
97-O-

1573.25
1023.00
1193.75

s
That there are no
thereto. provements, the benefits of the samo
You urc further notified that the to property and any other matters
said City Council has set the 1st day with reference thereto, and
at which
of September, I II 9, ut enrht o'clock, time and place a full and
fuir hearset-off-

(First published July 31, 1919.)'
NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT
OF ADMINISTRATOR

.37-01'- ..

..

25.00.
25.00.
1180.00.

..

person-ulliabilit-

Name
6
Mary Knight
-.
R. K. Pixley, A. Mandell and V. E. Dennis,
P.
B.
Trustees Clovis Lodge No. 1244,

47-O- T

Bryant
west 70 feet of lots 7 and 8..48-Othe heirs at law of Sam Holland deceased
cast 70 fed of lots 7 and
John R. Cook, west 28 feet of lots 5 and 0
K. A. Schweining, east 28 feet of west
50 feet of lots
5 and
E. E. Graves, east 84 feet of lots 5 and 0..4.S-UT-- .
Jeremiah Moriarty .lots 21 und
and
the woBt 9 feet of lot
20..4! OT..
Cas ; Ramey und J. W. Wilkinson, west 0
feet of lot 19 and east 19 feet of lot 20.4i)-OT- .
Zella M. McFarlin, west 3 feet of lot IS
and the east 22 feet of lot
..19
(. W. Ptiekctt, east 25 feet of lot
18
U. W. Singleton
9. .04-OA. J. Rodes
10ti4-()T- .
City Drug Company
W. A. Archer
12
E. B. Leepy
.13.
Lela E. Kendall & Nannie E. Kendall 14&15
Joe C. McClelland
16 and 17
C. F. Hardwick
8
63 OT
J. W. Stewart
9..63-Oldu B. Osborne & Mollio P. Wright
10..63-O.
John F. Taylor
11
C. O. Wurriner
12
Joe Lehrer
13
Clyn Smith
14. .03-OL. E. Shaw
x
15..
W. W. Gibson
16.
1 7
OT..
Mugh Coffy
6 und 7..78-OTW. F. Swartz
F. Divers
9..78-OThe First National Hank
Miss Belle Bennett
.10
11 ,.78-OHenry U. Coors, Jr
W. F. Bayless
Southwestern Savings Building & Loan
13..78-OAssociation
14..78-OW. II. Fuqua
5
W.
F.
J.
Divers..
Wilkinson and
F. Divers
...16 ...7H-O-

p. in., and the City Hall in said city
as the time and place for the hearing
und considering of uny contest of said
assessment und said paving, und you
are hereby notified to file a notire of
protest in writing and to contest the
said proposed assessment and
Estimated Cost
the regularity of the proBrick llitulithic
a 1.2.) ceedings with reference to such im
25.00..

1

17..35-OT.- .
1715.00-- .
John U. Banv
1010.00
17..36-O.. 1715.00.. 1010.00
Nettiu M. Klein
18..36-OT- .
City of Clovis
1740.00.. 1041.25
Lone Star Lbr. Co.
31.25
25.00..
6.
All the Heirs at Law of Sam Holland de1..48-OT- .
31.25
ceased
25.00..
Cash Ramey, J. W. Wilkinson and C. E.
1, 2, 3, 4 & 5
Dennis
1740.00.. 1641.25
R. F. Pixley, A. Mandell and F. E. Dennis
Merritt, administratrix of the estate of
Frank, Merritt, deceased. Mrs. Daisy
Conner, formerly Mrs. Daisy Merritt,
guardian of the minor heirs of Frank
Merritt, deceased. Dorothy Merritt and
Dean Merritt, minor heirs of Frank
Merritt, deceased
6.
2127.50.. 1997.50
Joe C. McClelland
ft and
2540.00.. 2385.00
Walter Howell
343.00.. 322.00
Carl C. Smith, Paul Smith, Elizabeth
Smith, Kate Smith and T. E. Smith,
Heira of L. P. Smith, deceased
.
4
343.00.. 322.00
1. U. and A. W. Johnson
3
343.00.. 322.00
2..50-OT..
H. R. Gibson.
and
711.00.. 676.25
12..B1-OTKemp Lumber Company
31.25
25.00..
C. F. Hardwick
776.00
and
826.00..
8.
..7
W. F. Dawson
412.60
387.60
9.
J. V. Rice
412.60.. 387.50
10..
Mrs. T. B. Skeen
412.50.. 387.50
C. Jackson
12.
412.60.. 387.60
.
:13..49-0T.412.60.. 387.60
J. W. Stewart
412.50.. 387.60
14..
0. M. and D. N. Croft
.
16..49-OT-412.50.. 387.50
Cash Ramey
.
16..49-OT..'
412.6- 0- 387.50
E. W. Mears
..
25H8.76
2747.60
17.
The First National Bank
412.6- 0- 387.60
Dora Rice
9
412.50.. 387.60
Dora Rice
412.6- 0- 387.50
Cash Ramey and J. W. Wilkinson
826.0- 0- 775.00
11 and 12..60-OT- ..
S. J. Boykin
825.00. . 775.00
Cash Ramey and J. W. Wilkinson.. 13 and
Cash Ramey. J. W. Wilkinson and Joe C.
412.50.
387.50
McClelland
387.60
412.50.
Cash Ramey and J. W. Wilkinson
2588.75
Tear.
2747.50..
Oe Vi&L Die,
EstKev J. M. Love .
i.
024.01
W. A. Moore...
18 and
0- 868.00
SI
Well, Stress Wmaa
462.00
434.00
Cirdri Fer
..20
G. W. Johnson
462.00.. 434.00
21
J. C. Hyatt
487.00
Her Kecererj.
I
465.25
Geraldine A. Ward 1285.0- 0- 1501.2b
C. K. Lukins
First Baptist Church, A. AW. Johnson,
Koyse City, Tit Mrs. Mary KI1-t- the better. That wu tlx yean ago
lll,- ... llUkn
Chairman; Lester atone . . . Ml
pnhtill. A. S. Veazev. J. V. Forman and
of this place, says; "After the and I am etlU here and am a welL
6
1285.00.. 1501.25
W. H. Harris, Trustees
31.25
strong woman, and I owe my life ta E. T. Jernigan
25.0- 0Irth of my little girl. . .my side
d
31.25
25.00..
CerduL
I had only taken half the J. B. Westerneld
1
1285.00
1501.25
T. J. Gordon
to hart me. I had to go back
.62-O1501.25
1285.00
bottle when I began to feel better. E. W. Mears
12.
to bed. We called the doctor. Re
! C. and A. W. Johnson
949.00
899.25
and 2..63-OThe misery In my itde got less...
.
3..63-OT4IÍ2.00..434.00
M. Cavender
.- 'treated m...but I got no better. I continued right on taking the Cardul Eva
462.00.
434.00
L. C. Cox
Cot worse and worse until the misery until I had taken three bottles and I Mountain States Telephone & Telegraph
5..63-OT- .
Company
. 402.00. .434.00
wag ttnbeareble.,.1
31 (0.00.
8 and 7
2076.25
wu In bed for did not need any more for I wu well The Clovis National Bank
6. 7 and 8
3572.50.. 3303.7(1
In my life. . . I Mary Lyons.
never
felt
and
better
three months and suffered euch agony
5
A. E. Curren
402.00
434.00
have never had any trouble from that Philo Alden,4, and tho east two feet of 8
495.00... 405.00
'that I wu just drawn op In a knot...
C. F. Hardwick
429.00
west twenty-si403.00
feet of 3
day to this."
E. E. Addington
434. 00
462.00
2
I told my husband If he would get
Do you suffer from headache, back
D. N. Croft
487.00.. 465.25
1..
685.00
651.25
tse bcttlf of Cardul I would try It. . . ache, pains In sides, or Other d Is com Zella M. McFarlin. cast forty feet of 1 and 2
Harry Highfill and L. H. Sanders, east 25
1
I commenced taking it, however, that forts, each month? Or do you feel
412.50
100
387.60
2
feet of lots and
feet of the west
E. Dennis and W. A. Maupin, cast
tmlBg I called 017 family about weak, nervous and fagged-outIf to Chas.
50 feet of the west 75 feet of lots 1 and 265-O825.00
775.00
for I knew I eould not last give Cardul, the woman's tonic,
S. H. Blockson, west 25 feet of lots 1 and 265-O412.50.. 387.50
H.
S.
84
east
Blockson,
of
11
feet
12
lots
and
1386.00
1302.00
OjUiy days uniese I had a change for trial
J.
F. .S. Burns,, west 56 feet of lots 11 and 12
949.00.. 809.25

CALLED

Estimated Cost
Brick Bitulithic

Name

In the Probate Court of Curry Coun
ty, New Mexico.
In the matter of the Estate of Benjamin W. Copeland, deceased, No.

253.
Notice is hereby given that on the
24th day of July, 1919, Ben F. Moss,
whose business and post office address is Clovis, New Mexico, wus duly
appointed administrator of the estate
of Benjamin W. Copeland, deceased,
by the Probate Court of Curry County, New Mexico, and that he is now
the duly qualified and acting administrator of said estate.
Notice Is further given that all persons who have claims against said
estate are required to present the
same to said administrator within the
time prescribed by law.
In witness whereof, I have here

ing will be given to all owners of
properties abutting upon said streets
and alleys to he so improved.
Done by the order of the City
Council this 16th day of July, 1919.

Attest:
(Seal)

LESTER STONE, Mayor.
ROY McMILI.EN,

City Clerk.
unto set my hand and affixed the
seal of said court, this the 25th day
of July, 1919.
(Seai)
W. C. ZERWER,
County Clerk and
Clerk of
the Probate Court.
1 41
7-- 3

Job Priming at the News Office.

V. Steed

C.

Undertaker ansl
Embilner
Manager Clovie Cemetery
Pheoe U Beta Day and Nlgkt

.49-OT-

0-OT

60-U- T

TO

HER

BEDSIDE

14-60-

-OT..

16.-60-O-

Si

UjiltiuUij,

A:, ttnkii
b

Wedding Gifts

ou-u-

uJ faim

60-O- T
-.

T

2-OT

com-tnce-

62-O-

For generation jewelry has beea
accepted at Ike most suitable wedding
gift, for it carries with it the proper
sentiment that a gift of this kind
should.

T

1

We are always glad to
offer suggestions.

63-O- T

64-O- T
64-O- T

64-O- T

x

64-O64-O-

64-O-

65-O- T

65-O-

Denhof Jewelry Company
Jewelers and Optician
Official Santa Fa Watch Inspector

?

tu...

T
T

n

65-O-

60-O- T

Mm
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What it Maant ta Our State to Find
Oil or Gai Deposit).

Van Brunt Drills
John Deere Drills
Disc Harrows

Successors
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llwpQpJdd Olí for Cookcng crd

ScJsdfa

AZOLA means a smokeless kitchen. It
iv ill not smoke unless heated far
above the temperature required to cook
f

food properly

Test this out yourself by making:
Titcse Beldams CraHers Today
cup Aro Cornstarch, 4 teaspoons Baking Powder,
cup Suear,
teaspoons Salt, 3 Eggs, lt teaspoon Nutmeg or Cinnamon,
Y teaspoor Soda,
2 t.ililcspoons Karo, 3 tablespoons Mazóla, 2 teaspoon Vanilla, 1 cup Thick Sour
Ilent
Milk.
Sift dry ingredients.
i Üqht. Add Karo, Mazóla, vanilla and sour
milk. Siir liquids into dry ingredients stid add flour to make a soft dough. Roll
inch thick, cut and try in hot M.izola. If Hrsirtd substitute 1 cup rye flour
squure nicked chocolate for chocolate doughnuts.
and add one-ha- lf

S cups Flour,

1

I'i

one-qmrt- cr

tricts.

New Mexico is burdened with an
excessive tax rate, which is retarding her progress. It restricts immigration and repels industries which
jjj
Her
might otherwise locate here.
schools, roads and other public utilities are held back. The drouth of
the past three years has made the
taxation a matter of vital concern to
lili
llh
which
everybody
and everything
is
Ton
Truck
The Ford Model T One
would tend to lighten the load would
manufacof
really the necessity fanner,
be indeed welcome.
turer, contractor and merchant. It has
If oil is found in New Mexico it
era of prosperity impossible
means
nil the strong features of the Ford car
describe.
to
It will bring tens of mil
the
has
stronger.
and
bigger
made
annually to tho pockdollars
of
lions
powerful worm drive, extra large emerets of her citizens. It will givo em
gency brakes acting on both rear wheels
ployment to hosts of workmen at
highest wages. It will cause the val
and controlled by hand lever, 124-ino- h
ues of real estate to increase a hunwheelhase, yet turns in a 43 foot circle,
dred fold. The production tax on oil
tested.
and has been most thoroughly
would reduce taxes to a minimum
dependable.
We know it is absolutely
and would add to the material com
We advise giving your order without
fort of every man, woman and child
in the State. In a word, it would set
delay that you may be supplied as soon
and
clock ahead fifty years.
large
tho
is
demand
The
as possible.
The developing companies are endelivery.
to
receive
iirst
to
order
first
titled to the cordial and universal supLeave vour order today. Truck Chassis
port of everybody in the State of
if
f.'o. b. Detroit.
They should bo enNew Mexico.
couraged and assisted in every way.
Tho drilling of an oil well in a new
country is very expensive and uncertain undertaking; and when a crowd
of men is willing to take a chance in
an enterprise where their profits are
but a fraction of those which the dis
FOSTER'S WEATHER BULLETIN very severe storms are expected, trict itself will enjoy, there is no
Temperatures will average above nor argument as to what we should do in
east of the Rockiea and below the way of
and assistbulle- mal
Washington, Aug. 2.
.
Rainfall of the Sute and ance.
tin Rave forecast of warm wave to
Canada will be below the average of
Roosevelt and Curry Counties are
cross continent July 30 to Auk. 3.
and July. Temperatures near now in the same position that OklaJune
itorm wave July 31 to Aug. 4, cool Aug 1
and 12 will average higher homa and Texas districts were before
wave Aug. 1 to S.
near 6. Most rain of the period oil was encountered.
than
We have been
Next warm wave will reach Van- is expected
Aug. 7.
oil men and
and
publicity
given
wide
3
nd 9, and
couver about Aukvisitors are coming in to see the new
will rise on all the Pacific PLOW WHEAT LAND
field.
If oil is struck in these parts,
Slope. They will cross crest of RockBY AUGUST 15tk Clovis, Portales and the surrounding
ies by close of Auk. 4 and 10, plains
country will become the center of a
aection Aug 5 and 11, meridian 90,
seething crowd of people seeking to
to
sown
be
is
to
that
land
Stubble
Great Lakes, middle Gulf States and
valleys 6 and 12, winter wheat should be plowed by the spend their money for our uplift Our
undertaking.
Boost
eastern sections 7 and 18, reaching middle of August. The United States reputable oil
should
State
citizens
stand back of every
and
Agriculture
of
vicinity of Newfoundland Aug- - 8 and Department
You will be help14. Storm waves will follow about experiment stations have made many these enterprises.
yourself
much as you will
ing
corroas
just
year
pajt
the
of
Those
testa.
cool
one day behind warm waves and
wave about on day behind storm borate the earlier ones. "The earlier be assisting them. Write your friends
the plowing, the larger the yield," has in other States about our oil devewaves.
Don't lose this opportunAbove forecasts cover from Aug. been accepted doctrine for years. lopment.
to 14. Storms will be most severe Other things being equal, it holds ity to upbuild your State, your County, your Municipality, your family
near first pert of this period, but no good.
;'
and yourselves. .

I

r- -

'
(By Harry B. Gutches.)
So much has been printed about
oil and the benefits accruing to any
district where oil is found, that a
few words on the subject may not
be amiss.
Everyone has a more or less definite idea of oil profits. The news
papers are filled with articles telling
of the wonderful riches brought by
an oil boom to operators and inves
tors and the community at large.
Probably no other subject is so close
to the public mind at this time for
the high cost of living makes every
man want to add to his income and if
possible place himself in a position
where he may enjoy all the comforts
and luxuries of life.
New Mexico has seen her neighbor
states prosper in a manner that few
commonwealths have ever shown
Texas, Oklahoma and Kansas as well,
have seen millions upon millions of
dollurs poured into the laps of her
citizens. These tales are not fiction
but cold facts and these instances
have made the people of our state
anxious to find in her borders the
wealth deposits shown in other dis-

'
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Wagons in all Sizes

Skarda Hardware
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Tte woaJerful 63. page

handsomely illustrated Corn
All carefully tested
(allow. It is free.
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HIGHWAY GARAGE

w.-st-

m-n- r
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t

as a people to stand against the only!
kind of agreement that can now be
made.
The question is: Will the United
States of America back this first
faulty effort to bring the nations together and prevent war? If the League be rejected then, as soon a the
y
peoples can get themselves together again, they must be
Of
gin preparing for more wars.
course this pact is imperfect. A per
fect one will not be made now. But
when one stops to reflect what the
next world war will be, if it conies,
is there not a reason for getting behind the League of Nations if only
as a protest against such a possibility ?
There is no longer any
in the world except it be in the
thinking of certain persons. The
world must act, from this time forward, as a family of nations. Wh
not encourage this first effort at international understanding?
war-wear-

measures listed and defined.
There are two hundred and twelve
nations and countries that have
adopted the metric system as standard and official Germany being one
of these despite the fact that it was
Germany that threw the mixed-u- p
system on the world. Even Nigeria
system.
uses the
The real tragedy of the measure
ment muddle is that the United States
fails to recognize the importance and
necessity of going to a sensible meas
urement standard at this particular
time when to do so would put us into
the running in international com
merce and trade on an equal basis
with other countries that are not
utilizing the metric system. America
and Britain these two countries
continue to hold on to the ancient and
obsolete style while over two hundred
meter-liter-gra-

countries are using the sensible plan,
worked out by Watt.
The adoption of the metric system
would save millions in education
for who does net know the uselesa
efforts devoted to teaching of inches,
feet, cubic yards, pounds, gallons,
long tons, knots, kilowatts and hundreds of other measures now in vogue
here?
It would make possible the
simplification of factory work; do
away with thousands of clerks and
others who deal in figures that are
complex; and save tens of millions of
dollars in lost time and lost effort
at the same time that it Would give
an impetus to American manufacturing trade at this particular instant
when we need this Impetus if we ara
iR nj pieut elioj
We might take a few pointers from
Timboetoo and Nigeria I

90i apaj Sq

SENSELESS MEA.
SURE STANDARDS

X

Tlio Santa Fo Hoü

toxican

PUBLISHING CORPORATION
Publishers of

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
The Oldt it and Best Daily Paper In The Stat
All The Capitol, Stat and National Newt

EL NUEVO MEXICANO

Mrs. Mattie Winfrey of 4G14 Col
umbla Ave., Dallas, and Mr. Thomas
G. Ray of Clovis. New Mexico, wure
married at the home of the bride's
daughter in Dallas, July 22nd. Vocal
solos were rendered by Mist Ingram
and Miss Winfrey, accompanied by
Mrs. Mitchell, all of Dallas.
After the ceremony refreshments
were served to a few immediate
friends. They will make their home
in Dallas.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray are visiting Mr.
Ray'a brother and family, J. Ray, of
the Southwest Utilities Co., this week.
Farwell State Line Tribune.

Spanish Weekly

LEAGUE OF NATIONS

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
Knjilish Weekly
One of the host equipped Job and
Bindery Departments in the South-

west. Our Solicitor:
i

"Every Job or Rook with Our Imprint"
.

Long Distance Phone

280

Santa Fe, N. Mex.
"THE COMING COUNTRY OF THE SOUTHWEST"
"THE OLDEST CITY IN THE UNITED STATES"

News)
too much of the discussion
of the League of Nations covenant we
are being treated to disertions on
whnt the league does not do. Why
not a few speeches and letters on
what it does? It sets up, for the first
time in history, a machine for pre
serving the peace of the world, allowing at the same time for the
growth of democratic institutions. It
does not promise peace automatically.
Peace will always be had, like liberty,
at the price of eternal vigilance.
It Is not a choice between this covenant and a more perfect one. It is
this plan or nothing for the present,
and it would seem to ill become us
(Texlco-Farwe-

In

far

ll

(Texico-FarweNews)
The metric system of measurement
it decidely simple and practical. A
pupil in the eighth grade can learn
the essentials of this system in a short
time while a college professor can
work for yean and still be pussled by
the ancient German system of measurement which obtains officially in
this country.
system of
The
measurement was worked out primar
ily by James Watt. Its essentials are
in three simple bases: A meter is one
ten millionth of the distance between
the equator and the pole; a liter ii a
measure of capacity, one kilo of
water at maximum density, or its
equivalent; a gram is the weight in a
vacuum of one cubic centimeter of
water at maximum density. And all
other metric measurements of dis
tance are based on these three bases.
The complexity and impossibility
of the prevailing tables of measures
is illustrated in the fact that in Web
ster's dictionary there are almost
seven colums devoted to listing and
defining measures used in various
parts of the world, and American
manufactories and merchants must
wrestle with all of these standards as
long as there are different measure
standards, provided we are to keep in
touch with foreign trade. The metric
d
system, however, requires only
of a column in which to have its
ll

meter-liter-gra- m

one-thir-

If you had a large sum of money to deposit, would you select a
conservative or over-- 1 i b e r a 1

Bankt

Conservative, of Course

That's Us

The

Clovis National
Bank
In point of strength,
first.

we

stand

:m

daughter called on Mr. Hailey Bun
day morning.
Gann were ihopping at Boney'i Wed
nesday.
DOLUE DIMPLE.

Prescriptions

(Fit-i- t

MORE ABOUT

In the District Court of Curry Coun
ty, State of New Mexico.

com-

plete stock of high grade
drugs and chemicals in the
state.

-
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FRUITS.

eopeelally Hue.
Wild Plum Pre.

No. 1508

Jess Leach, Defendant.

carry the most

ir

Those who are fortunate enough to
obtain wild fruit will find the flavor

Myrtle Leach, Plaintiff.

We

r

Today we may feel that Mfe"! sorrows
Outwelvh ail the Joy thai we crave.
But tomorrow wll) teach m the lesion
That Ufa Is worth while to be brave.

published August 7, 1919.)
NOTICE OF SUIT

vs.

THF

H KITCHEN

Mrs. C. S. Mom and Mrs. Charlie

To the above named defendant Jess
Leach :
You will hereby take notice that a
suit has been filed and is now pending
in the District Court of Curry Coun
ty, State of New Mexico, in which
Myrtle Leach, is plaintiff, and you
the said Jess Leach, are defendant,
said suit being numbered 1508 on the
Civil Docket of said Court, and that
Rowells and Reese, whose business
address and postoffice address is Clovis, New Mexico, are, the attorneys
Tor the plaintiff in said suit.
Y i
further take notice that
;Ajecti of said action are
.
as follows,
To obtain by
plaintiff an absolute decree of d
vorce from the defendant Jess Leach,
and that the plaintiff be given the
care and custody of Orlcna Leach and
Ila Leach and that plaintiff bo granted all the rights and privileges of a
single and unmarried person.
You will further take notice that
unless you appear, answer or otherwise plead in said cause and suit on
or before the 2nd day of October,
1919, that the allegations set forth
in said plaintiff's complaint will be
taken as true and confessed and that
the plaintiff will apply to the Court
for, and will take judgment by default against you, and will apply to
the Court for the relief as prayed for
in the complaint filed herein.
Witness my hand and the seal of
said Court this the 7th day of August,
A. D. 1919.
W. C. ZERWER,
(Seal)
County Clerk and
of the
District Court of Curry County, State
of New Mexico.

serves,

mm

Weigh

carefully ten

pounds each of
plums nml supir;
do not inaUo more
at a time, lest you
crush til' fruit am1
We are prepared to fill any
spoil lis uppcar-anopi
mi
Add three pints of ;iter und
prescription, foreign or lohull the sirup until clear, roiiivlntf tli.
scum hut not stirring the sir:ii. Add
cal. Two registered drug
Your enjoyment of Camels will be very great
a tciispoonful of Sddii to Mix iiuitrts of
gists.
wnier. nml when boiling hnt drop in
because
their refreshing flavor en' fragrance
4
a few plums of a time until cneli
is go enticingly c!iW:nt. You
-Snows'1"?!?
mellowness
and
cracks open, buto not let nny nf the
iu.
thJU ;
never tasted such u cigaicttc! LiL- - elimipulp escape. Take out with n wire
dipper anil place on a platter to avoid
nated end there is a cheerful absc.co of any
crushing them J then put them Into the
unpleasant ciccrstty afi.cr-t-.st- e
cr any unsimp a few at a time and conk until a
cents
One for every human ailHtruw eaxlly penetrutes them.
pleasant cigarelty ói'er
Lift
nirefuly from the sirup ami plnec In u
ment.
Ktone crock. Repent until all the plums,
Cummt
Camels a.-- made of an expert bland of choica
mm moH pvo'vwhfrn
in
are used, then boll down the Juice to i.
a?ttfnr.'.'V,v MtdJ pc. ttt o; 20
Not patent medicines but
M
Turkish
und choice Domestic tobaco ; and re
or
pckaé
2.0
tin
tiiri.
thick sirup and pour It over the fruit.
ti.íerrtteñ) in
remedies made from the best
iUtttn' paper
Cover the
Emooth and mild,
have that desin.ble full-bowith cloth nml paper
covered carton. Wo atronály rwc
formulae of an association
cmmnd rits carton for tbm ion.and keep on the cellar loor.
and certainly hand out satisfaction in
Of 04,1c supply or wha you travel
Chili Sauce. Take half a peck of
of druggists.
generous mensure. Ycu will prefer th:.; Car.-:-!
ripe tomatoes, a quarter of a peck o:
onions and green poppers; peel tr.e toAll good, everv one guarblend to cither hind of tobacco smcl.: :;traiht!
matoes and unions, remove the Iniici
anteed by the 8000 Hexall
white skin from the peppers, limine
Cive Cumoto the ctiiTe.t tryout, then
stores of the United States.
In the seeds, chop nil together vein
4'
compare tl.om with r.r.y ci.;.:rette in
line. Add a cupful of salt, two cup
Ü1
fills of siiKnr and u quart of peml
the world r.t any price for quality.
Cook slowly three houi'M, the!,
crttfefactiun. No mattes
put Into Imttles and seal.
how
sr.ioho
Tomato Jam. I'nt Into the preserving kettle seven pounds of ripe
Camela t'.iey will
three pounds of sugnr, one poiimi
y cur taste I
of seeded nilslns, one pint of vinegar,
The Rexall Store
one lemon, two tenspoonfuls of clima-tnoR. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO.
and two of ground cloves und n
Phone
Clovis, N. M
few dashes of cayenne pepper. Cut
Winstcn-SaJcN. C
the fruit fine and cook nntil It forms
a thick jum. Soul In glasses with tuir
oflln. Served as a conserve with meat,
this Is delicious.
Peach Butter. Pare and cut Into
thin slices fully rlDe freestone Deuehe;HEREFORD MAN HAS
NOTICE
to expect the lower house to keep
of good flavor. Add a third of a cupBELLV1EW CHIMES
FIFTEEN CHILDREN ful of water to a pound
lined up on foreign affairs the while
of fruit, conk
it it getting to the bare facts of
and mash all the time, add ten fineivClovis, New Mexico, July 17, 1919.
If Teddy Roosevelt were alive he chopped blunclied peach kernels mm Mr. C. C. Cole,
living.
s
n
of a pouud of suplir tc
There is one way out of the punle.
Mr. Brown called on Mrs. Shce-la- would probably enroll Henry
Dear Sir:
of Hereford, among his Band of each pound of fruit, weighed hefor,
Senators' minds are not unlike the
Wednesday evening.
You are hereby notified that the
boiling. Cook, stir and test lv tr im.
minds of other folks and two thing!
Wesley Brown and Weatherspoon Patriots, for having the largest fam on
undersigned Ed Cray, manager of the
a cold plute. Cse cure as It
ily in Deaf Smith County. At least
cannot occupy those minds at the
thresher broke down Friday and they
Clovis Auto Company, whose place of
samo time and expect to be worked
went to Amarillo to get some pieces Mr. Hellamn believes he holds this
business
is
Clovis,
New
Mexico,
honor, after the birth of his fifteenth
out in perfect manner. But if the
for it.
claims and holds an indebtedness
senate buckles down to the hard and
Francis, Will, Lucy and Mae Moss child, a boy, last Sunday. Thirteen of
against you, and against the peraonul
grinding task of gettinff the League
called on Pearl Moss at the home of these children arc living, several of
property
hereinafter described, in
them grown and married.
of Nations problem settled quickly,
Mr. Shcehan Tuesday.
the sum of Forty ($40.00) dollars.
Mr. Hellman has been twice marthen it will be in a position, after the
Mr. Trapp's header
finished p
You
are
further
notified
that said
League's disposition is determined, to
heading wheat for Mr. Abell Monday. ried, four children being the result of
indebtedness is for storage of your
work to its limit in getting after the
Tcarl and Mae Moss called on An- the first union and eleven by the secautomobile described as an Overland
ond. One child was lost in each inother big problem.
nie Trapp Saturday evening.
71-Model
Auto,
engine No. 711741
No more
from the
Mr. Meredith and son, Roy, were stance. Mr. Hellman is 55 years of
accrued from January 1st, 1919 to
7
niny b dark nml fortjiilil'.nu,
senate will be sanctioned
by the
guests of his daughter, Mrs. Stovall, age. Hereford Brand.
August 1st, 1919, and at your reuur henrti muy b full of appulr.
American people who want the two
Sunday.
But tomorrow the hope tlul was winquest
as owner of said automobile.
CHURCH OF THE BRETHREN
ning.
big problems attended to and wnat
Conley Gann, Sherman Shelton and
Therefore, demand is hereby made
Will prompt ui to do and to dare.
Sunday
at
9
:45
a.m.
school
Preach
the work done mighty soon.
their families went plum hunting
for
the
immediute
payment of said
down on the Canadian river Saturday ing at 11 a.' m. and 8 p. m. C. W. B.
MORE ECONOMICAL DISHES.
Indebtedness in the above amount,
7:30 p. m.
evening.
Did you ever stop to think that the
and you are further notified that if
Young
People's
Mission
Class
3:30
A small amount of meat muy season
Marion Meredith's relatives were
First
National Bank of Clovis loaned1
default is made in the payment of
p. m.
a- large amount of other food If cure-visiting him from Grady Sunday.
over Three Hundred Thousand Dol
aid
indebtedness
period
a
for
of
ten
Prayer meeting Thursday, 8 p. m.
fully cooked and well
w
Mrs. Charlie Gann left Friday to
ían new money to the farmers and
The pastor, Elder Thompson, will,
seasoned, thus maklnp days after the receipt by you of this
visit relatives in east Texas.
stockmen of Curry County to tide
notice
a
or
copy
thereof,
the
said
that
next
a
Sunday,
both
whoiesomo
1
11
at the
o'clock ser- jt
and
RAYMOND HATTON
Messrs. Trapp, C. S. Moss, Mark-hathem over last fall and winter?
If
Clovis Auto Company, by Ed Gray,
L
I attractive dish.
and Bill Hutchins made a busi- vices, give 15 reasons why he loves, wjw.
Supporting
you are not perfectly satisfied with
i
manager, will proceed to advertise
Hungarian Goulash.
ia
and
member
of
a
Church
of
the
the
ness trip to Clovis the last of the
your banking connections now ia a
This will provide a goor said automobile for public auction
ROBERT WARWICK.
Brethren.
week.
good time to change, a few bad yean
dish
seven
per
main
for
to
sale
highest
the
bidder for cash,
A hearty welcome to all.
Mr. Sheehan and little son und
may come again.
sons. Tuke one pound o and after having given twenty daysi
S. E. THOMPSON, Pastor.
lean veal, hulf a doud notice of such sale by at least six
of leun beef, three tnlilexpoimfuls o'
The most successful of all AmeriIf its news The News wants it.
hand bills posted up in public places
sweet bacon fut, Ic which an onlou I
A thrilling story Phone us. No. 97.
in Curry County, New Mexico, said can Stage Plays.
browned after chopping, three cupfulr
of love and romance during the Civil
nf boiling water, one teaspoonful of automobile will be sold at public aucWar, starring Major Robert Warthe
highest
to
tion
bidder
cash,
for
paprika, twelve potuto balls or smul
'
the
payment
of
for
the
amount
'
due wick, lute of General Pershing's overnew potatoes, hIx sinnfl onions, six cur
"
V'.it
' his la more than a place where you"""2:
can get your
rot balls, six turnip liills, one liny leuf. as above said, together with the nec- seas staff. It is a play dealing with
battery charged.
oqo clove, four tnllepnmifuls nf flour, essary cost of said advertising and the efforts of a secret service agent
half a pint of cold water, one choppei' sale, and such notice shall set forth to bring about the capture of RichMonarch of the Independent Co's.
It is more than a store where you can buy a new
chill pepper.
Remove the browned the time and place of sale and a de- mond at the time when the city was
battery.
OUR GREATEST WELL
oulon from the fut and udd the veal scription of the property to be sold. beleagured by Federal forces. UnDUE IN ANY MINUTE
As we look at it we are neighbors of yours,
beef,
In small pieces; brown This notice Is given and said sale wili doubtedly it is one of the most tense
and
cut
and
i hese and remove tbem to a cusserole;
we want you to feel the same way about it. A good
be made under the provisions of ly interesting dramas that has ever
Field Manager Head wires as this
udd paprlku and boiling water, cover
way to get acquainted is to drive around and have us
No. 65, Laws of New Mex- been written on the Civil War. Pre ad is written that No. 2 Triangle well
Chapter
the Ulsh and place It in the oven. Fry
sented at the Lyceum Theatre, Sat
test your .battery with a hydrometer. If you like,
at Burkburnett ia being balled out
the other vegetable bulls In the smok- ico, 1917. You will therefore govurday night, August 9th. Also show
we'll show you how to do it, and tell you the few
yourself
accordingly.
ern
and big producer is duo any minute.
ing hot fat and add them to the meat
ing a two reel Paramount Comedy
imple rules that ought to be followed to keep the
Watch for the news of this great well.
CLOVIS AUTO COMPANY."
after It has simmered for an hour and
and Mutt and Jeff Cartoon.
charge up to 1.285, where it belongs.
a half. Add the seasoning and flour,
It will mean more dividends and bigBy Ed Gray, Manager.
mixed with the cold water; stir until
ger ones than those we already have
If yours is new car with a Willard Battery, be
THE
JOB
CETTING
FINISHED
mrtly cooked, thon fid the red peppaid. No. 1 in 63 at Burk also it in
sure to drive in right away so that we can register the
per and the boiling water. Cover and ELECTRIFICATION
the sand and being drilled into the
battery and give you the benefit of Willard y
simmer for another hour and a half.
OF RAILROADS
(Texico-FarwcNews)
"pay" with a roller bit. Watch for
battery insurance.
Serve from the casserole.
The old law of impenetrability that news too. When you read about
Dried Peae and Rice. If one dries
AMAZON TIRES, GATES HALF SOLES
Samuel Kahn, of the Western holds as true In economics and pol- that you will know you are too late
their own peas this yeur they will have
Starter and Generator Troubles a Specialty
many good dishes to serve this win- States Gas & Electric Co., after at- itics as it docs in physics. "Two to get in at the f 2 price in all probaof electrical things cannot occupy the samo space bility and you'll have to wire quick.
ter. Mck them when young and ten- tending a conference
der, scnld two minutes In boiling wa- utility executives at San Francisco, at the same time," is the wording of Five other wells at Burkburnett are
either producing, drilling or located
CLOVIS, N. M. ter, pour off the water and chill with says the time ia not far distant when the physics law.
Ill South Main St.
cold water," drain and put to dry at railroads on the Pacific Coast will be
A jug cannot be filled with water and we're after the big stuff at Ranouce. The quicker they ure dried the electrified.
and at the fame time he filled with ger with threo prize wells drilling
sweeter they will be when dry.
kerosene.
Into the wonder pool right amid the
Wush a cupful of dried peas und let
The minds of congressmen, sena greatest gushers that Texas has prothem soak over night, put to cook In
tors, cabinet members anil ordinary duced. Smashing big ones are due.
three pints of water, add n teuspoouful
citizens are expected to work out We have over 50,000 acres in Texas
of salt, one chopped onion and simmer
soon a solution for two difficult prob to develop. You share in all. You
until the peus tire tender. Drain and
lems. First is the League of Nations ran buy at $2 a share today. We are
mix with a cupful of boiled rice. Add
4 issue almost rendy for a solution
t convinced that the price will go to $5
four tuhlespoonfuls of butter, one cupTHE
there is no more wild partisan ob mid probably $10. Buy now.
ful of strained tomato sauce and salt
CLOVIS
jeetions raised, by the Antis In Wnsn It is your right to share these riches
I
and pepper to taste. Bake ten minutes.
in
for
NEWS
ington. Second is the cost of living
Garnish with
eggs and
sacks
will
$1.50
all
problem which is serious and which
fried onions.
Oil Co.
PER
is demanding attention.
times.
YEAR
But we have learned in other days
PETROLEUM SECURITIES CO.,
4
C.N.
and under other circumstances, it is
Central Agents
hardly possible for the senate to work
Teaaa
satisfactory on these two big issues 610 Main St., Fort Worth,
A Knoxvllle (Tenn.) girl makes detClovis, N. M.
er character dolls wlta beads caned
at the same time and expect co get
To-Da- y
at dried applet,
results. Neither ii it within reason
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Southwestern
Drug Co.
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They Win You On Quality!
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Texas Crude
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Taylor Tire & Battery Co.

Junk Wanted!
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the market
dry bones and
pay the market price at

am
and
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Texas Crude

J. C. WHITE, Agent

Phone 449
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Buy Now,
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POINT ENTERPRISE

20
Reduction

,saes

There will be a ten day'i tinging
choal at the school house beginning
August 4th.
M' Henry Walker left Friday
morning for Kansas City to attend a
mechanical school.
Among those attending church at
Moye Sunday were Mr. Welch and
family, Mr. A. S. Walker and family,
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Wulkcr, Claudia
and Nora Meadoi' and the Misses
Bohannon.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Sandcrlin, Mr.
and Mrs. I.onnie Simmons, Fred and
Francis Siindcrlin of Childress, Texas,
Mr. C. W. Samlerlin and family of
Clovis and Mr. and Mrs. Walker were
the guests of Mr. J. I. Meador Sunday.
Miss Claudia Mendor entertained
her Sunday school class, also Miss
Nora Wilson and her cluss at her
home Saturday afternoon in honor of
Koy Mcador'a birthday.
Ice cream
and cake wer served. Roy received
several nice birthday presents.
Mr. and Mrs. Harmon, Mr. and
Mrs. Hyman, and Mr. and Mrs. Joe
McGregor spent Sumiay at Mrs. Carn- ahan's.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Ilynmrpleft
Tuesday. Mrs. Hyman will visit her
sjater, while Mr. Hyman is working
in the harvest.
Mr. Dewey Wilson and Miss Nora
Wilson went to Texico Sunday.
BLUE EYES.

ON REFRIGERATORS

esss
We haAe a complete assortment of the
Celebrated

White Mountain Refrigerators
which we are now offering at a reduction of

20

Oil Royalties
Desirable Oil Leases and Royalties in blocks of 10 acres
and up. Price $3 to $100
per acre near deep test well
x
Oil Co. 9 miles
of the
South of Portales.
Nu-Me-

'9Vi

There is no better refrigerator on the
market than the WHITE MOUNTAIN
so why not get a new one now?

If you purchase leases from

us we will furnish y oil with
log of well.

TAKE IT IN TIME

8

Magic City Furniture Co.

L

RELIABLE HOME FURNISHERS

FOR SALE OR LEASE
Two Section RancL, 4 miles west
and 2 miles south of Grady, N. M.,

consisting of 480 acres patented
land, one school section, ICO acres
leased. This land is in one body,
house and out
fenced, with
Price $5,000.00, terms.
buildings.
Or will lease for long time at 360
a year. Write mo.
H. C. BAILEY.
Canadian, Texas.
6
10-tf- c

(First published July 10. 1919.)
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Fort Sumner, N. M.,
July 8th, 1919.
Notice is hereby given that Joo C.
Foor. of Clovis, N. M., who, on Au.j.
17th. 1916. made Homestead entry,
No. 014377, for SE'J, Section 11,
Tnamnhin 1 N. Ranee 34 E.. N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of inlen

tion to make Final three year Proof,
to establish claim to the land above
described, tifore W. J. Curren, U.
S. Commissioner, in is office, at Clovis, N. M., pn the 20th day of Augu.,.
1919.
Claimant names as witnesses: An
drew C. Pace, Charles P. Hileman,
John J. Willit, J. C. Halliday, all of
Clovis, New Mexico.
W. R. Mi üU.L. Register.
1
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To The Public!
As previously announced,

I have bought tho

stock of merchandise belonging to the Cash
Shoe Store. I will conduct the business at the
some place and will continue to use the name
How"Cash Shoe Store" as a trade-namever, the business will be run by me as an individual and will be owned and operated solely
by mc. There are no stockholders or partners
and the business will be unincorporated.
e.

ask the people of Clovis and vicinity to
k'ive mo a trial when in need of shoes. It will
be my endeavor to give you service, style and
quality. I believe a satisfied customer is the
best advertisement a store can have, and with
this in mind it will be my desire to please and

I

Scores of Clovis People Have.
Waiting doesn't pay.
If you neglect kidney backache,
Urinary triubles often follow.
Doan's Kidney Pills are for kidney
backache, and for other kidney ills.
Clovis citizens endorse them.
Mrs. O. I. Love, 205 S. Wallace St.,
Clovis, says: "A few years ago I had
an attack of kidrey complaint and for
a whole winter my back was so lame
and weak I could hardly get about.
I do hope I never get to feeling like
that again. I often got so dizzy I
nearly fell over, and my kidneys were
bad way, too, being weak and in
in
active. Specks floated before my
eyes and blurred my sight. I bought
Doan's Kidney Pills from the Southwestern Drug Co., and three boxes
Anyone
cured me of the trouble.
suffering form disordered kidneys
should try Doan's Kidney Pills, for
they are a great medicine.
COc, at all dealers.
Co., Mfgrs., Buffalo, N. Y.

Jutt

Foster-Milbur-

,

Over Pierce Dry Goods Co.

Local Representatives of

OIL CO.

NU-ME- X

PORTALES, N. M.

n

ií'i tefed

t:

"Y"OU know how
much toasting
proves bread. Makes
it taste good. Of course
more flavor.

Same with tobacco
especially Kentucky
Burley.

D. 1919.

W. C. 7.ERWER
(Seal)
Clerk
County Clerk and
of the District Court of Curry Coun
ty, State of New Mexico.

When you think of shoes think of me.

TO O. E. S. MEMBERS
The Enstern Star will have initiation on the evening of August 8th.
Will also take care of important business. Each member is requested to
SECRETARY.
be present.

E. A. Story, Prop.

Ei

NEW MEXICO LAND, OIL & CATTLE CO.

'
capital, especially if his father's farm price, unless the price of farm proSYSTEM OF CREDIT NEEDED
TO HELP YOUNG FARMER is too small to give him a chance at' duct rises too, it will take still longer
(First published July 31, 1919.)
home, starts out as a hired man. In to pass the tenant stage. A very few-m- en
NOTICE OF SUIT
In a recent number of the Agricul- from four to six years as a hired man
go directly from, hired man to
tural Review, a plea is made for the he has accumulated a few hundred
In the District Court of Curry Counowner.
borrow
an
usually
He
can
dollars.
the
improvement of conditions for
ty, State of New Mexico.
"To prevent tenancy from'becom-in- g
amount equal to hit savings. He then
young farmer without means.
Plaintiff,
May Allen Wallis,
too common in this country, and
"The agricultural ladder has three becomes a tenant.
No. 1504
vs.
"Thirty years ago it took the aver- to make the career of hired man atrungs, represented by t'.e stages of
Ray Wallis, Defendant.
hired man, tenant, and owner. After age tenant only five years to acquire tractive, the government should estabTo the above named defendant, Ray having learned
system of credit to enable
practical farming, enough to make the first payment on lish
Wallis:
working ai an unpaid laborer on his a good farm. Now it takes an average capable hired nun to get capital'
You will hereby take notice that a
father's farm, the young man without of eleven years. As land rises in enough to become a farm owner."
suit has been filed and is now pending
in the District Court of Curry County,
State of New Mexico, in which May
Allen Wallis, is plnintiff, and you the
said Ray Wallis, is defendant, said
suit being numbered 1504 on the
Civil Nocket of sail court, and that
Rowells and Reese, whose business
and postoffice address is Clovis, New
Mexico, are attorneys for the plaintiff in said suit.
the general objects of said action are
To obtain by
88 follows,
You will further tuke notice that,
plaintiff an absolute decree of divorce
from the defendant Kay Wallis, ana
for an order and decree of the Court
granting unto the plnintiff May Allen
Wallis, the care, custody and control,
of the said minor child of plaintiff
Ray Wallis,
and defendant,
Jr., and that the plnintiff be granted
all the right and privileges of a sinperson.
gle and
You will further take notice that
imunless you appear, answer or otherwise plead in said cause on or before
the 27th day of September, 1919, that
the allegations set forth In said plain
tiff's complaint will be taken as true
and confessed and that the plaintiff
will applj to the Court for and will
by default against
take judgment
you, and will apply to the Court for
the relief as ptnyed for in the com
plaint filed herein.
Witness my hand and seal of said
Court this the 30th day of July, A.

satisfy.

The Cash Shoe Store

and.

I
1

For Sale Blacksmith shop and
garage doing good business in small
town.
Reason for selling, poor
health. J. N. La Rue, Shaw Kan- -

"i...
J Mil.

n o j .o

(!--

Buy yourself a package of Lucky Strike

cigarettes. Notice the
toasted flavor. Great t
Nothing like it. The
real Burley cigarette.

Ql

Guaranteed by

If?

NJg

if-

-

S
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JUBQRS FIB NEXT

WEEK

Grand Jury
MT. E.

I..

M.

Mnrsh, C'lovis.
Boney Bi'llvicw.

C. Fent, C'lovis.
Harry Hiplilill, Clovia.
S. F. Morris, Mi'lrose.

A.

W. T. Peterson, Bellview.
W. H. Musick, Hollcne.
fr'Um Sullins, Grady.
W. W. Engrain, Tcxico.
"W. W. HuiiKnto, Pleasant Hill.
I.. H. Dixon, Havener.
W. 1. l'otts, Hellene.
S. F. Mulhair, Hollenc.
V. E. Spade, Clovis,
T. F. Teeter, Clovis.
.lohn Humphrey, C'lovis.
J. D. Woods, Havener.
S. L. Willis, Havener.
V. R. Womack, Fields.
.1. W. Manning, Hollenc.
F. K. Milton, Clovis.
A. L'. .Marks, Claud.
B. I. Boyd, Clovis.
I.. M. Wood, Clovis.
lohn Droak, Hollenc,

FOR

VISITORS

European Countries Devastated by
War Hive No Use at All for
the 8ightser.

IT
n

J

thusiast trying to swim or row across
the Knglish channel. Great is the

For

WHEN WEEDED

A
v
G

WESTERN

pt

Petit Jury

,

Newt. Hyatt, Ch.vis.
F. Myers, Clovis.
S. Wyiitt, Clovis.
AV. H. Buchanan, Clovis.
S. M Tipkin, Claud.
Munroe Lee, Texico.
W. F. Newhill, Melrose.
L. (1. Barnes, Texieo.
John H. Barry, Clovis.
ft. E. Brown, Clovis.
V. E. Lovett, Texico.

.

fcT'--

'

mi wk

Pill
Mm
km

tourist-in-

J.
J.

GOOD

LOOSCS

I
1
XT.o
:il Inear one oí mese
it
mammy win
o. some desperate trawl en

jrinys

ewli-iivo-

1

Barnett,

LOOKING

fever in these British isles, inul the
British passport olliee in London is
thronged daily by hundreds ol earnHouse Owner Owes It to Community
to Keep His Property Lookino
est men mid women who insi.-- l they
Always at Its Best.
must get to southern France immediately for their lungs' sake, or beKeeping the house In repair should
he the
of every home owner, cause they have a relative dying in
for the house In poor eonilltlou rapidly Taris, or they nre faced by Lank-nitleereiises In value and the ultimate
cy unless they see their agent in
repair hill l far lioyonil (he expense liouon instantly.
necessary to I'x It lit once. A house
They cannot go. Much as they
should he carefully watched for needwould like to be in Paris during the
ed repairs, ns there nre many llttl
leaks and tears lih-- might ri'ipilre peace conference, and tour over the
attention that are unnoticed unless the great battlefields, the governments
house In systematically gone over once
are restricting travel to a minimum
In a while.
until after peace and demobilization.
A shingle or n squarp of slate found
A visit to a soldier's grave is not
In the yird Is a pood Indention that
accepted as urgent. Business that
the roof needs attention, and the matter should he attended to at onee. If can be transacted by mail must be
It Is delayed the next rainstorm might
transacted that way. The ceitifi-cat- e
cnuse enough water to soak through
of a committee of doctors might
the roof to ruin the celling and
win a
to a warmer cliInjure the floors.
A broken pane of glass may seem mate, but it iii doubtful if the
unimportant to attend to at onee, hut valid
could choose France or
If the wall paper or polished floor get
which have their own food and
Italy,
a soaking It will cost much more than
the expense of a pane of glass to re- housing problems without an extra
pair the iluniuse.
If the broken win- burden of civilian foreigners.
dow happens to be In the cellar It
So the touriiit is pent up in his
of the water Dative lunil for
may cause the
another maddening
pipes or the holler.
period. Probably
when shipping
of
the
Tim paint on the exterior
house should receive a share of the fuses up a bit he might be able to get.
nentoii and should be renewed at off to Egypt France? Not for
least jvery third year. The life of quite a while yet Iondon Mail.
the house depends on Its ability to
withstand the ravages of weather, and
WOMEN'S WAYS
If the paint Is In poor condition the
house Is bound to decrease In value.
MAKE REPAIRS

F. Bell, C'lovis.
51 J. Dennis, C'lovis.
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Chitwood, Bellview.
R. I. Duke, Havener.
A. H. Heard, Clovis.
'C. C. Callicott, Clovris. v
"A. A. Clark, Bellview.
W. W. Nicholas, Clovis.
S. M. Stewart, Grady.
John Harper, Grady.
T-- - Faulk, Melrose.
J. T. Singleterry, Texico.
S. F. Burns, Clovis.
"K. K. Runnells, Texico.
T. B. Scott, Cameron. "V
1. A. Curpepper, Grady.
V
E. H. Harper, Grady.
T. N. Clayton, Melrose.
W. E. Mulhair, Bellview.
I. L. Cone, Texico.
' P. S.
'
I.amison.
R. E. Boucher, Melrose.
R. Cooper, Clovis.
W. H. Harris, Clovis.
B. Bowlin, Clovis.
J. E. Nelson, Claud.
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CITY MÜSÍ LOOK TO FUTURE
Timely Comment Made by Indianapolis Newspaper Is Worth Consideration at This Time.

City planning Is of Immediate Inter
est to many cities In Indiana besides
Indianapolis, remarks the News of
that city. Many of them are crowing
rapidly, They have enjoyed business
booms due to war orders, and tills
prosperity, even though It may not be
wholly substantial, makes necessary
permanent Improvement.
Municipalities nre nmonir the few
businesses conducted today without a
definite end in view,
I'llle grow us
the result of conditions developing
She George, denr, I bought you
A private enterfrom time to time.
prise may and generally does expipe.
pand along definite lines. The deslr-alil- o
He Yes, and I suppose soon
condition for a municipality would
'MORE TH4N REGAL SPLENDOR lie to apply similar methods. "The you'll make me swear off smoking.
Mine Is ripe." said a Huston official, Just like a woman !
'Kubll , Khan Surrounded Himself vtlio made a tour of our cities, "for
GREAT WRITER'S VANITY.
the state of Indiana to have n
With Barbaric Magnificence That
commission law, which will
Amazed Weitem Visitor.
Here is an amusing picture of
benefit your city (South Bend) as well
. . Swinburne,
his frock-cobulging
The coifrt of the Mongol, Mangu as every other city to Indiana. , planSeven states have enacted city
with manuscript, waiting to be asked
.'Khan, in 1153 showed much "pomp ning legislation. The
state of Massarand pageantry," but as far excee- chusetts was the first to adopt such to read aloud his latest poem, given
ded by that of Kublai the Magnif- legislation, and according to the lnv, by Mr. Edmund Oosse in his "Poricent, visited and told of by Marco every city of 10,(H)0 population must trait and Sketches :"
No
have a city plunnlng commission.
"After floating about tho room
!Tolo.
Improvement are mude In thew cities
"Kilblai had established t second unless the phins have the approval of nd greeting his host and hostess
wat at Shang-t- u and had built not the commission, which Is mmposcd of with many little becks of the head
itnerely a court but a city. His pal- five members elected by the eople." and affectionate smiles, and liirht
wavings of the fingers, he would set- ace was of marble, his rooms
Successful Community Garden.
on a chair or, hv
lie at last- DDHPht
--with gold. Art had come, and
i- o
ji
small
To relate the experience of
on
a
preference,
sofa,
and sit there i
the wilingK were painted with the borough In northern New
Jew? last
figures of men and beauts and birds. year may encourage others t go and in a stata of ntnd immobility, the
toe I on foot pressed against th
Trees of all varieties and flowers do likewise.
heel of the other. Then be would
to
a
subscribed
The
Inhabitants
were executed with uch exquisite
guarantee fund to licence a commusay,
as though speaking of sean ab
filled
the
traveler,
íkül.as
familiar
nity garden. The local clergyman was
with the best product of Italy, with put In charge of the enterprise. A sent person :
have brought with bm mv
.unaxe and delight. Sixteen miles of half day's plowing was donated, but
II other labor was paid for, being Thalaasius' or my "Wuted1 Oar-deparle, inclosed by a wall, embosomed
hannen
at whatever it mirht
t,
the palace. Hirers, brooks and lux- done largely by the local boys' club.
rj
Two sacks of potatoes were planted. to be whieh I hare just finished.'
land-oapuriant meadows diversified the
The crop was largely sold to people
Then be would be folded' again
and white stags, fallow deer, who bought them by the bushel (a the
W
aseiles, roebuck, rare squirrels and ground, doing tbelr own digging. The in silence, looking at nothing.
:
to
were
than
ay
forty
was
bushels,
about
result
net
every variety of attractive creaturt
and the profit, 15.81, was donated to
"Ob, Jo, please, read it to us I
Aent gayety and charm."
the T. H. C. A. war fund. The Mem- Will job?
The tale runs on of the khan's bers of the committee donated their
pavilion in the grove, tima and the assets were a few hoes.
MAN'S INHUMANITY.
The guarantee fund was never called
$ilt all over, and having lacquered
In
d
columns ;
of Upon. If every borough or town
"Lavxe," remarked Aunt Saman-th- y
pocave-bor- n
rivers running deep below the country could do as well the
Tatars, lookin' up from the
crop next year would be Increased
the ground; of treasured gems and atato
Beantown Evening Bugle, "it's a
million bushels.
gold.
wonder to me folks wouldn't let
Improvements In House Details.
these poor, dumb brute alone. Fust,
ROMAN ABODE LONG HIDDEN
There are odds and ends about a they're after the blind tigers and
house which, with little renovation
now
see th Columbia club up to
Mouse Uncovered In England Believed and Improvements! add to the beamy
is organism of a wolf
Indinoplos
In
are
this
house.
of
doors
Front
the
.to Hsve Boon Built Some Two
class. Formerly wood was used to hunt" Indianapolis Star.
Thousand Years Ago.
great sdvantage and still has not gone
PLEASANT CHANGE.
A farmer has brought about the out of favor, but glass and metal are
slowly becoming popular In this line
discovery of a mysterious house in
The new Idea,
of house adornment
Flatbnsh The war munitions
Somerset, Kngland. In plowing, he that of glass and metal, may be used
plants
and the war gardens did a lot
turned up several pieces of pottery with taste provided the combination
women.
for
our
and some coins. Men were set to Is not ridiculous and In striking conITow so?
Bensonhurst
of
house
tho
to
trast
architecture
the
AiZirine on the spot and uncovered
"Why, women used to be forever
(the diarred ruins of an immense Itself.
talking about hats; now one hears
.lions. It was about ISO feet long,
Plan to Beautify Iowa Capitol.
'em asking, 'Are my overalls on
235 feet wide, and contained 19
The state executive council expects
straight?"'
jroerns. The outer walls, still stand- to employ a landscape artist to work
ing, are of heavy masonry, and the out the planting scheme on the capítol
C0ST8 TO BE PAID.
extensión grounds. It Is highly Impor
floors are of concrete. Some of them
tant thut this work be done by one
"Aren't you glad to see these food
mm formerly covered with tiles. who Is more than a mere tree planter,
Quantities of charcoal over the ruins or one who has trees for sale. The shippers investigated?"
how that the building was destroyed beauty of thut future park will depend
"I dunno," answered the ultimate
to a very large extent upon having a
tiy Are. The house has been examined real plan, made by a real landscape consumer. "It always worries me a
bj scholars, who say that it was built artist, and then adhered to. Burling little to see anything dope that adds
to the expenses of conducting their
in the dap when, thj Fymajis were ton llawk-Kye- .

In addition to our holdings at Kcnna and Tailrnn, Ni-Moxifo, we the
& Iiefnini; Company, have recently acquired eontraets for
the purchase of some very tine acreage in the heart of the northwest extension of the "Famous Jiurkhiirnett Oil Fields near the biggest producers ever
hrought in there.

(ireat Western Oil

WHAT WE HAVE
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The new holdings consist of a tract of ten acres, which is located ahout
three quarters of a mile from the Famous Texas Chief, said to be the biggest
producer in the entire liurkburnett field, and those who are interested in the
development of the Hurkhurnctt fields can easily realize what this means in
the way of a valuable holding to the Stockholders of the (Ireat Western.
.The acquiring of this contract has also brought to the (ireat Western some
prominent oil men of Wichita Falls, who have associated themselves with the
company, and this will be a great help toward the development of our acreage
at Kenna, New Mexico.

We wish to announce that our big Standard Derrick and liig have been completed on our drilling site 3 4 miles south east of Kenna and 9 miles south-wesof Elida.
3--

t

Xow is the time to purchase shares at the par value of .$1.00 and also to purchase lease tracts around the drilling site, before the prices of shares and
leases begin to advance. If you have missed the opportunity to purchase
these securities "AHEAD OF THE DRILL," NOW is the time to "START
WITH THE DRILL." Fortunes have been made ahead of production in new
fields, and according to noted geologists, New Mexico is said to be the next new
oil field. For further information relative to the purchase of five aero lease
tracts near this drilling well, write us at once.
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We Would Say, Buy Now!
Fill out the Blank Below

,3rtgon-pedimente-

Tho Groat Western Oil & llofining Go,
Clovis, New Mexico

I

--

-

Application Blank

Par Value

$1.00

Per Share

Great Western Oil & Refining Co.,
Clovis, New Mexico.
(No Stockholders' Liability)
Gentlemen:

Enclosed is my check for $

please send me a certificate for
$1.00 per share, fully paid and
Refining Company.

for w,ich
Shares at
in the Great Western Oil &

non-assessa-

Name
Town and Stulc

Street

1
'

